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“There is nothing permanent except change” – Greek philosopher Heraclitus (535-475BC)
About this Toolkit
Access to water is fundamental to every rice farming business, and this resource is provided to assist growers to
better manage their water risk in a rapidly changing environment.
These changes have been brought about by government regulation, climatic variability, irrigator behaviour,
commodity performances and technological advances. These factors make the business environment for irrigators
complex and dynamic.
Understanding factors influencing water availability and market options available is an important part of irrigators’
businesses. The task of being informed and accessing information can be challenging and time consuming. The
market options available to irrigators are expanding; there is competition for access to water from other industries
and the environment, and new business models are developing in irrigated agriculture.
This Toolkit has been prepared to provide irrigators with information to improve their knowledge of and access
to water information. It is intended to assist rice growers with their planning decisions including decisions about
water ownership and purchasing strategies.
The Toolkit focusses on water availability in the southern Murray-Darling Basin (Basin) and delivery in the New
South Wales (NSW) Murray and Murrumbidgee valleys, the centre of Riverina rice growing.
The Toolkit is structured to be a reference to assist irrigators to navigate water risk management; each chapter
providing stand-alone information.

Toolkit chapters
1.

The overall water picture: where it is captured, how much there is, and who uses it.

2.

Water regulation including water sharing in NSW, including Water Sharing Plan rules and carryover.

3.

Water sharing in Victoria and South Australia (SA), including Water Sharing Plan rules and carryover.

4.

How regulated water is allocated in NSW and how to interpret outlook information.

5.

Delivery arrangements in NSW and summarises of the delivery arrangements for the three Irrigation 		
Corporations.

6.

Water allocation trade and relevant restrictions.

7.

Options for diversifying access to water including new products that are being offered.

8.

Case studies of options being used by rice growers.

9.

Month by month water planning and activities.

10.

Where to go for information on allocation and entitlement prices, allocation announcements and market
opportunities.
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Term

Definition

Allocation

A volume of water allocated to a Water Access Right
(Water Entitlement, unit share) in the water year.

Allocation trade

The transfer of water in an allocation account from one
licence to another in a water year. Transfer of allocations via
WaterNSW are referred to as assignments.

Available water
determinations

Announcements regularly by DPI Water of the annual
allocation to different classes of water access licences.

Basin Plan

A Plan, legislated under the Water Act 2007 (Cth).
The Basin Plan sets new (lower) diversion limits for each
catchment in the Basin. it aims to balance access to water
for Basin communities and the provision of water for
the environment. State governments are signatories to an
Intergovernmental Agreement for implementation of the
Basin Plan.

Critical human water
needs (CHWN)

CHWN refers to the minimum amount of water needed to
meet basic human needs. It also includes non-human needs,
where a failure to meet these needs would cause too much
damage to social, economic or national security, for example
water for firefighting.

Carryover

The capacity to carryover water against water entitlements
from one water year to the next. The carryover rules vary
between states and between catchment in NSW.

Carryover product

Commercial products, offered by some brokers available
where water is carried over on another person’s water
entitlements.

Delivery Entitlement or
Delivery Right

A right to the delivery of water within an Irrigation
Infrastructure Operators network.
Most networks recover a portion of their costs from delivery
entitlement charges.

General Security

A type of water entitlement in NSW.
Water is allocated to general security after high security.

Gigalitre (GL)

One gigalitre equals 1,000 megalitres.

High Reliability Water
Share (HRWS)

A type of water right available in Victoria.
Water is allocated to HRWS before it is allocated to LRWS.

High Security

A type of water entitlement in NSW.
Water is allocated to high security before general security
allocations.
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Term
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Definition

Inter-valley Trade Limit
(IVT)

The maximum volume of undelivered inter-valley trade.
Once this volume is reached trade out of the source valley
ceases. IVT volume transfer into the new water year.

Irrigation Right

A right issued by an Irrigation Infrastructure Operator to
receive water which is not a water access right or water
delivery right. Irrigation rights are ‘contractual’ rights
between an irrigator and their supplier.

Leasing

Leasing of water entitlement for a single year or longer,
where the leasee receives the annual allocation.

Long Term Average
Annual Yield (LTAAY)

A factor used by governments to compare the long term
yield of different water entitlements in the Murray Darling
Basin.

Low Reliability Water
Share (LRWS)

A type of water right available in Victoria.

Megalitre (ML)

One megalitre equals one million litres.

Murray Darling Basin
Agreement

An agreement between the Commonwealth, NSW,
South Australian, Victorian and Australian Capital Territory
governments in relation to the River Murray. The Agreement
is a Schedule to the Water Act 2007 (Cth).

Murray Darling Basin
Ministerial Council

A Council made up of State and Commonwealth Ministers
representing the water, agriculture and or the environment
portfolios. Changes to the Murray Darling Basin Agreement
are made by consensus by the Ministerial Council.
The Ministerial Council is chaired by the Commonwealth
Water Minister.

Required Annual Release
(RAR)

The volume Snowy Hydro is required to release into the
Snowy- Murray and Snowy-Tumut developments in the
Snowy water year. Notionally the RAR for the Snowy- Murray
development is 1,062GL per year and 1,026GL for the
Snowy – Tumut development.

Reliability

A measure of how often 100 percent will be received for a
type of entitlement based on modelling assumptions and
history records.

Share component (NSW)

This is volume on an access licence. WAL have a volume
expressed as unit shares. Unit shares are similar to the
entitlement volume previously. Available water
determinations are made to unit shares.
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Term

Definition

South Australia
Entitlement

The volume South Australia is entitled to under the
Agreement, notionally 1,850GL per year.

Supplementary water

Announced when there are unregulated or surplus flows in a
regulated river in NSW. Supplementary water can be
extracted without debit from allocation accounts, where a
supplementary licence is held.
Arrangements within irrigation corporations vary for
supplementary and/or off allocation access.

Temporary entitlement
leasing

Leasing of entitlement for a single year, a product offered
via CICL’s WaterMart.™

Trading Zone

A defined area within which trade between users can always
occur, or can always occur subject to a few set conditions.
Trade between trading zones are also possible but will be
subject to conditions defined in the trading rules.

Sustainable Diversion
Limit (SDL)

The volume that can be sustainably extracted from a
catchment, as determined by the Basin Plan.

Sustainable Diversion
Limit Adjustment
Mechanism

A mechanism which allows the reduction in diversions
required under the Basin Plan to be reduced (i.e. a higher
SDL set). The Basin Plan allows for up to 650GL of ‘off set’
projects through this mechanism.

Water Access Licence
(WAL)

A licence which provides its owners with access to a share
of the available water in the water source.

Water Exchange

An on-line platform, generally for the sale of annual
allocation where parcels are listed for sale at a price.
Successful transactions are listed, providing independent
market information.
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THE OVERALL WATER PICTURE:
WHERE, HOW MUCH, AND WHO USES IT
1.1

CHAPTER ONE

Storage capacity
A number of storages of varying sizes contribute to
water availability for rice growers.

Irrigators in the Riverina operate their businesses in the connected southern Basin,
which includes the River Murray (NSW, Victoria and SA) and Lower Darling downstream
of the Menindee Lakes, the Murrumbidgee catchment, Goulburn/Broken, Campaspe and
Loddon in Victoria.
The storage capacity in the southern Basin (excluding the Loddon) is over 15,600GL; the
major storages (excluding storages on the Loddon) and their capacity are included in
Table 1.
The water in storage on the Goulburn and Murrumbidgee belong to their respective states.
Water in storages on the River Murray and in Menindee Lakes are part of the shared water
resource (shared between the NSW, Victoria and SA Murray).1
Table 1 – Active storage volume of main storages in the southern Murray Darling Basin

Storage and catchment

Full supply volume (GL)

Dartmouth (Mitta Mitta River - shared)

3,856

Eildon (Goulburn River - Victoria)

3,334

Hume (Murray River - shared)

3,055

Menindee Lakes (Darling River – shared)

1,731*

Blowering Reservoir (Tumut River - NSW)

1,631

Burrinjuck (Murrumbidgee River – NSW)

1,026

Lake Victoria (Murray River - shared)

677

Eppalock (Campaspe - Victoria)

305
15,615

Total
*Menindee surcharge capacity is 2,050GL.

1.2

Water Sharing and the Murray Darling Basin Agreement
Waters of the River Murray are shared equally between NSW and Victoria
with each State equally supplying SA with its entitlement flow.
NSW and Victoria retain water from their tributaries downstream of Hume
Dam with the exception of the Kiewa, which is shared.
Each state can only store a volume equal to 50 percent of the storage volume.
The volume available to each state is then shared with the State’s irrigators
according to state regulations.

The River Murray includes four main storages: Dartmouth Dam, Hume Dam, Menindee Lakes and Lake Victoria.
It also includes Lower Lakes barrages and 13 locks and weirs from Yarrawonga in Victoria to Blanchetown in
South Australia.
1
NSW takes control of the Menindee Lakes when storage falls below 480GL and the water is no longer part of the shared
resource. It reverts to being part of the shared resource when storage next reaches 640GL.
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The Murray Darling Basin Agreement (the Agreement) specifies the sharing arrangements for the waters of the River
Murray system between NSW, Victoria and SA.
To calculate state shares the The Murray Darling Basin Authority (MDBA) tracks the total water in the system
including stored water and inflows (including inflows from Snowy Hydro and system losses). MDBA has a continuous
accounting system for state shares, with the MDBA water year applying from 1 June to 31 May.
The principles for determining states’ shares in the River Murray are:
▶▶

NSW and Victoria each share 50 percent of the inflows into Dartmouth and Hume dams and the Kiewa
River (which flows into the Murray just downstream of Albury).

▶▶

NSW and Victoria each share 50 percent of the inflows in the Menindee Lakes when the Menindee Lakes
are part of the ‘shared resource’ (see chapter two).

▶▶

Each state retains inflows from their tributaries, for example NSW retains inflows from the Murrumbidgee
River and Victoria retains inflows from the Ovens, Goulburn, Campaspe and Loddon.

▶▶

Victoria and NSW equally supply SA with its entitlement flow. This is volume to be supplied across the SA
border which varies from month to month as per the Agreement.

▶▶

SA’s annual water entitlement is a fixed quantity of water (1,850GL) passing into South Australia. The 		
entitlement flow includes two components:
o
a component for water supply, including the delivery losses for taking the water from the border to
		
the Murray Mouth; and
o
a dilution component to reduce salinity.
▶▶

SA’s entitlement flow volumes are in Appendix 1.

▶▶

Flows across the border above entitlement volumes are surplus flows to SA and not debited from their 		
entitlement flow. Historically, SA has often received flows above their entitlement flow of 1,850GL and the
modelled long-term median annual flow (based on current development) is 5,080 GL. 2

SA also receives an additional monthly entitlement of 3,000ML per day to improve salinity, based on 			
storage levels in the Menindee Lakes (1,300GL), and also the combined storage volume of Dartmouth and 		
Hume Dams (2,000GL). 2
The resultant total monthly flow (ML/day), subject to the triggers, are in Appendix 2.
State shares of storages
The MDBA maintains state accounts in each of the four storages.
NSW and Victoria each can store water up to half the capacity of that storage. If a state’s half of the storage is full and
the storage itself has not spilt, the other state’s volume is increased by the volume ‘spilt‘ by the other. This is called
in ‘internal spill’. In the case of Dartmouth Dam, if the volume ‘spilt’ could have been stored in Hume Dam, then the
state share is increased in Hume dam.
In 2011, after the millennium drought, SA was given approval to defer entitlement flows and store these in the upstream
storages. To avoid impacting on water availability of NSW and Victoria carryover volumes held by SA are the first
volume to spill.
The state shares in each storage are posted on the MDBA website on the 15th, six weeks after the end of the month.
They can be accessed on the MDBA website here.
http://www.mdba.gov.au/annual-reports/annual-report-2014-15/our-performance/strategic-goal-4-managing-river-murrayassets, 29 April 2016

2
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Water sharing when water supply is limited
The Agreement contains rules for determining South Australia’s share when there is not sufficient water to supply
SA’s entitlement, with NSW and Victoria continuing to supply equally the volume SA is entitled to.
The Agreement requires NSW and Victoria hold a minimum reserve (sometimes referred to as the mandatory reserve)
except during periods of special accounting.
The minimum reserve is 835GL, with each state required to provide 417GL. During periods of special accounting the
minimum reserve may be reduced, with each state still required to hold half of the remaining reserve.

1.3

The Snowy scheme
Snowy Hydro is required to release minimum volumes into Murray and Murrumbidgee
storages by 30 April each year. This water is included in allocation announcements.

The Snowy Scheme operated by Snowy Hydro captures the headwaters of the Snowy, Murrumbidgee and Murray
Rivers and their tributaries. The water captured and stored is then released through their tunnels and power stations
to the Murray and Murrumbidgee catchments.
The Snowy scheme has two developments: the Snowy – Murray and the Snowy - Tumut.
Under the Snowy Water Licence Snowy Hydro is obligated to:
▶▶

Target water releases to the Murray and Murrumbidgee, with prescribed annual volumes.

▶▶

Target releases from Jindabyne Dam to the Snowy River for environmental purposes.

▶▶

Release additional volumes into the Montane rivers for environmental flows.

▶▶

Release River Murray Increased Flows (RMIF) held in Snowy Hydro if called upon.

The Snowy Water Licence sets a minimum release by the licensee (Snowy Hydro) over its Snowy water year from 1
May to 30 April, called the Required Annual Release (RAR). Since the Water for Rivers investment the RAR volume
has been adjusted for water recovery for the Snowy River environmental flows.
Snowy Hydro is free to release volumes in excess of the required release, subject to downstream flooding issues.
The RAR is 1,062GL and 1,026GL to the Murray and Murrumbidgee respectively.
The Snowy storages hold two types of water, below target water, which is the water used to meet the RAR and above
target water, over which Snowy Hydro has discretion of the timing of its release. This is shown in Appendix 3.
Snowy Hydro is obligated to release its RAR by 30 April. In 2011 the water licence was changed to allow Snowy Hydro
to release up to 200GL of next year’s RAR in the current water year in each development.
In periods of low inflows, the volume of water released annually to the Murray and Murrumbidgee catchments
is reduced. The Dry Inflow Sequence formula in the Snowy Water Licence is a predictive tool that is designed to
calculate the Snowy Scheme’s future ability to make the RAR. The formula under which the Dry Inflow Sequence
Volume (DISV) is calculated predicts on the basis of the annual lowest on record to date inflow conditions, whether
the current inflow sequence is drier than the design dry sequence (1934-1946). If it is, the measure of the difference,
the DISV, is then deducted from the volume of the RAR. This effectively delays Snowy running out of water.3 It also
means that a debt is run up for every year that releases are reduced, which when inflows improve Snowy is obligated
to release over and above the RAR.
Snowy Hydro Ltd, submission to proposed variations to the Snowy Water Licence circa 2011

3
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Changes made to the Snowy Water Licence in 2011 reduced the requirements to release improvements under certain
circumstances and provided for the establishment of ‘drought’ reserves in the above target water in the SnowyMurray Development of up to 250GL and up to 225GL in the Snowy-Tumut Development.
The triggers for the release of these drought reserves are:
▶▶

1 October water required for critical human needs in the Murray

▶▶

1 October Murrumbidgee high security announced allocation less than 50 percent

NSW Irrigators’ Council receives three updates from Snowy Hydro a year (July, November and March).
These updates are available at www.thewatermarket.com.au
1.4

Water use by industry in the southern Basin
In 2012/13 water use in the rice and dairy industries collectively was over half of the
annual water use.
Water use by the rice and dairy industries has decreased since the Basin Plan and by
more than the reduction in water use.
Water use by cotton and horticulture have increased as a percentage of total use.

The rice and dairy industries dominate water use in Riverina and northern Victoria. Data prepared by RMCG and
presented in the Murray Dairy Tool Kit, July 2015 shows the change in water use in the southern Basin from premillennium drought to post millennium drought and commencement of implementation of the Basin Plan (Table 2).
The two years contrasted are years with high water availability. In 2000/01, all systems had announced allocations
of 100 percent except for NSW Murray 95 percent and Murrumbidgee 90 percent. In 2012/13, all systems had an
announced allocation of 100 percent and the Irrigation Corporations had also announced efficiency allocations.

Table 2 Water use by crop type in the southern Murray Darling Basin pre-drought compared to post drought
and commencement of Murray-Darling Basin Plan

Year

Rice
(ML)

Cotton
(ML)

Dairy
Pastures
(ML)

Other
Pastures
(ML)

Horticulture
(ML)

Cereal
(ML)

Other
(ML)

Total
(ML)

2000/01

2,213,832 138,902
(35%)
(2%)

2,076,503 462,332
(32%)
(7%)

741,847
(12%)

452,583
(8%)

235,641
(4%)

6,321,640

2012/13

1,431,609
(27%)

305,902
(6%)

1,432,718
(27%)

431,756
(8%)

1,073,475
(20%)

474,366
(9%)

152,756
(3%)

5,302,672

Changes
between
years

-35%

+220%*

-31%

-7%

+145%

+4%

-35%

-16%

*Some of this increase may be a result of cotton use being more accurately captured.
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Recent water availability
Recent water availability has been highly variable.
Long term average annual yield provides a common way of determining the reliability
of water availability in different valleys.

Water availability in the last two decades has been variable.
Figure 1 shows the variation in end of season announced allocation for general security entitlements in the NSW
Murray and Murrumbidgee. The average end of season general security announced allocation for the last 21 years
has been 63 percent for both the NSW Murray and Murrumbidgee and the ten-year average has been 53 and 54
percent for the NSW Murray and Murrumbidgee respectively. The announced allocation in the NSW Murray general
security has been more variable between years than the Murrumbidgee allocation.
Figure 1 End of season announced general security allocation
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A summary of the announced allocations for the main water products in the southern Basin is in Appendix 4
and Figure 2 shows the 21-year and 10-year average end of season allocation for the main water products in the
southern Basin.
Long Term Average Annual Yield (LTAAY) factors explained
The Murray Darling Basin Cap (the Cap) on diversions was announced in 1995 by the Ministerial Council and
commenced in 1997. The Cap was introduced to limit surface water extractions in the Basin. The Cap applies valley
by valley and in the case of the Murray there is a NSW, Victorian and SA Cap.
In Murrumbidgee Valley and NSW Murray the Cap on diversions is based on 1993/94 levels of development.
The LTAAY for the different water entitlements in each valley were established as part of The Living Murray to quantify
the expected long term annual yield of different entitlements, thereby allowing comparisons between them.
Governments use the LTAAY of different entitlements to measure progress with the recovery of water including TLM,
Water for Rivers and the Basin Plan.
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The volumes to be recovered under these programs are megalitres (or gigalitres), not entitlements and
progress is also reported in megalitres (or gigalitres).
The LTAAY of the main entitlement types in the southern Basin currently used for the Basin Plan is at Appendix 5.
The volumes in the tables and figures in the document for water recovery are GL not entitlements.
The LTAAY factors in NSW assume full activation of high security entitlements with use of lower priority entitlements
until the Water Sharing Plan extraction limit is reached and are the best estimate of the average annual extractions
against the different entitlements under full activation of entitlements.
Of note is that the Murrumbidgee LTAAY for general security entitlement is lower than for the NSW Murray (0.64
compared with 0.81), even though the modelled average effective water availability at the end of June in each valley
is similar (Table 6).
What these figures mean is that for every 1,000 NSW Murray General Security entitlement purchased under the Basin
Plan the Commonwealth reports 810GL towards the recovery volume.

Figure 2 Average announced allocation for the main water products in the southern Murray Darling Basin

21 year and 10 year average announced allocations
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1.6

Water recovery under the Murray Darling Basin Plan
The government has invested in shifting some agricultural water use to the
environment, resulting in lower supply for irrigation.
The Basin Plan water recovery process is nearly complete, with remaining recovery
not likely to further affect irrigation water availability.

Since the early-mid 2000s governments have been investing in water recovery to provide more water for the
environment. This investment has reduced the volume of water available for irrigated agriculture. The most significant
change is the Murray Darling Basin Plan (Basin Plan). Water recovery for the Basin Plan commenced prior the
finalisation of the Basin Plan in 2008.
In the southern Basin, prior to the Basin Plan the long term average diversion excluding interception was 7,844GL,
with 3,708GL (47 percent) diverted by NSW, 3,493GL (44 percent) diverted by Victoria and 683GL (9 percent)
diverted by SA as shown in Figure 3. This volume is known as the baseline diversion volume. Across the entire basin
the baseline diversion volume, established in 2009, was 13,623GL.
Environmental water recovery in the southern Basin prior the Basin Plan was 605GL. This water was primarily
recovered by the Living Murray (TLM) Program and the Water for Rivers (Snowy) investments and represented a
seven percent reduction in diversions (Appendix 6).
Figure 3 – Basin Plan starting point - Baseline surface water diversions (excluding interception) for
Southern NSW, Northern Victoria and SA in GL

683

3,493

3,708

Southern NSW

Victoria

SA

Total – 7,844GL

Murray Darling Basin Plan
The Basin Plan became law in November 2012. The Basin Plan when fully implemented will reduce diversions from
the Basin, with a new Sustainable Diversion Limit (SDL) for each catchment.4 The starting point or baseline is 2009.
The new SDLs are due to commence in 2019. The Basin Plan effectively sets a new, lower Cap on diversions. The
Basin Plan reduction in diversions is 2,750GL.
The reduction in diversions includes a local or catchment reduction and a shared reduction. The shared reduction
for the Southern Basin is 971GL and the shared reduction for the Northern Basin is 143GL. Based on surface water
recovery of 2,750GL, Table 3 shows the potential reduction in water diversions from the Basin Plan, in the order of 28
percent for southern NSW compared with the baseline. This reduction is replicated in Victoria and South Australia.
Individual catchment data is shown in Appendix 7.

The Basin Plan also includes setting SDLs for groundwater. This Tool Kit’s discussion of the Basin Plan is limited to
surface water reductions.

4
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Table 3 Surface water recovery estimates for Basin Plan 2,750GL

Local Reduction as % of
Baseline
(excluding interception)

SDL Unit

Northern Basin
Murrumbidgee
NSW Murray
Total NSW Southern Basin
Victorian Southern Basin
SA
Total Southern Basin

Total Reduction as % of
Baseline
(excluding interception)

10
16
15
16

15
28

18
15
15

30
27
27

The total impact of environmental water recovery on water diversions in the southern Basin is shown in Figure 4.
Figure 4 – Baseline diversions, SDL under the Basin Plan and e-water in the southern Murray Darling Basin

Southern Basin - Basin Plan Impacts (GL)
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The Basin Plan allows for variations to the 2,750GL reduction by a combination of ‘supply measures’ to be
implemented by the Basin States and ‘efficiency measures’ implemented by the Commonwealth.
Supply measures are investments or changes to Rules that allow the equivalent environmental outcome to be
achieved using less water. These changes will be assessed under the SDL adjustment mechanism, which allows
for the equivalent of 650GL of projects or Rules changes to be off set against the 2,750GL.
The schematic in Figure 5 shows the Basin Plan impacts on diversions and how the supply, efficiency and limits of
change interact. It also includes the timeframe.
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Figure 5 Basin Plan diversions, water recover and SDL adjustments
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Progress with water recovery
The Australian Government has committed to recovering the 2,750GL through a combination of investment in
infrastructure efficiency and water buybacks, with at least 600GL to be recovered through infrastructure efficiency
improvements.
The volume recovered at the end of April 2016 was 1,612GL, or 20 percent of the baseline diversion limit (Figure 6).
In the southern Basin, the local target has been recovered in all catchments except the Lower Darling and overall
progress towards the 2,750GL is just over 70 percent.
The Water Act 2007 (Cth) has been amended to limit entitlement buy backs to the equivalent of 1,500GL.
Given the SDL adjustment mechanism, the NSW Government does not expect any further buy back will be required.

Figure 6 - Southern Basin Plan water recovery (GL) @ 30 April 2016

988

624

6273

Consumption

Buy Back

Infrastructure

Notes
Figures based on MDBA data
BLD – Baseline diversion limit excluding interception
SDL – Sustainable diversion limit excluding interception
Southern Basin excludes Lower Darling
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NSW

WATER REGULATION ANDLICENCING
– THE FUNDAMENTALS IN NSW

CHAPTER TWO

2.1 NSW regulatory system5
Water entitlements provide access to a share of the available
resource. Water allocations represent how much water that is
available at any given time.
Different entitlement types are given different priority and have
different reliability from year to year.
The rules determining the seasonal allocation of water are included
in water sharing plans for the Murray and Murrumbidgee.
Carryover rules dictate how irrigators can manage water risk across
seasons.
Access to water in the NSW Murray and Murrumbidgee is regulated by the Water Management
Act 2000 (NSW).
The Water Management Act 2000 allowed for the separation of the holding of water access rights
from land. This significant change has allowed the growth in the permanent (or entitlement)
water market.
The Water Management Act 2000 also regulates the allocation of water for the environmental
health of rivers and groundwater systems.
Water access licence and entitlements
In NSW Water Access Licences (WAL) entitle licence holders to a specified share of the available
water within a water management area or water source.
A permanent entitlement to water provides for one unit share to equal one megalitre (ML) at 100 per
cent allocation.
WALs provide access to the available water (allocation), via a Water Sharing Plan (WSP). Under the
Water Management Act 2000 a WSP sets out the rules for:
▶▶

Sharing water in a particular water source between water users and the environment; and

▶▶

Rules for the trading of water in a particular water source.

The Water Management Act 2000 recognises that a water access licence is a valuable asset by:
▶▶

Providing a clearly defined entitlement (share component) listed on a public Water Access
Licence Register that is separate from land ownership.

▶▶

Separating the entitlement (share component) to access water from the approvals associated with
water supply works and the use of water.

WALs are generally continuing licences that provide:
▶▶

A clearly defined right to a share of the available water in a particular water source.

▶▶

Increased opportunities to trade water through the separation of land and water rights.

The material in this section is accessed from http://www.water.nsw.gov.au/water-management 15 April 2016

5
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Unit shares are a legal right to a share of the water available (entitlement). The actual volume available to use and
trade in any year (allocation) is variable, determined by rules in the relevant Water Sharing Plan and influenced by
the volume of water available from inflows and seasonal conditions.
Categories of water access licences
There are different categories of access licences in the NSW Murray and Murrumbidgee:
▶▶

regulated river (high security)

▶▶

regulated river (general security)

▶▶

regulated river (conveyance)

▶▶

aquifer (groundwater)

▶▶

supplementary water

▶▶

local water utility

▶▶

domestic and stock

Regulated river, groundwater and supplementary water licences are continuing, granted in perpetuity. Specific
purpose licences (for example stock and domestic) must be cancelled when the purpose for which the licence was
issued ceases.
The priority for allocating water to the different regulated river licences is as follows, highest to lowest:
▶▶

local water utility

▶▶

domestic and stock

▶▶

high security

▶▶

general security

▶▶

supplementary

Irrigation Corporations
On privatising the NSW Irrigation Corporations, irrigators’ statutory water rights with the NSW Government were
converted to contractual rights with their Irrigation Corporation. The NSW Irrigation Corporation holds the statutory
WALs,6 For example, Murrumbidgee Irrigation holds a general security water access licence, which is often referred
to as a ‘bulk water licence’.

Each IC has WALs for regulated river high security, general security, conveyance, supplementary and local water utility.

6
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In turn Murrumbidgee Irrigation has a Water Entitlements Contract (WEC) with individual customers for their share
of the Murrumbidgee general security WAL. The Irrigation Corporations have different classes or categories that
align with the different licence types (Table 4).

Table 4 Water entitlement class or category within each Irrigation Corporation7

Water Access Licence
Type

Coleambally Irrigation

Murray Irrigation

Murrumbidgee
Irrigation

Local Water Utility

Class T

Class A

Category 7

High Security

Class A

Class B

Category 3

General Security

Class B

Class C

Category 1

Supplementary

History of Use

None

History of use8

Irrigation corporation customers will receive one ML per water entitlement held when the announced allocation
equals 100 percent.
2.2

Reliability of surface water in NSW

Hydrologic models are used to describe the reliability of water entitlements. The NSW Government has modelled
reliability for the regulated river in the NSW Murray Darling Basin.9 The results for the Murray and Murrumbidgee
are in Table 5 and Table 6 below.10
The climatic sequence used for this work in the Murray 1891-200811 and in the Murrumbidgee was 1892-2008. Whilst
this data is the best available indicator of the reliability of different water products, irrigators should note the data is
modelled output, and the models include assumptions about water use, which may not accurately reflect irrigator
behaviour. Models are also being improved, which may influence results. The historical sequence may not accurately
reflect the future, and the results do not include the full impact of the ‘millennium drought’ sequence (1995-2009).
Table 5 Modelled reliability of Murray regulated river

Murray

High Security

General Security

Supplementary

Percentage of time full
entitlement is available
by 1 July

9%

9%

Percentage of time full
entitlement is available
by 30 June

72%

72%

Average effective water
available on 1 July

92%

35%^

Average effective
available on 1 June

98%

86%^

60%

70%

75%

0.93

0.80

0.0

Water Sharing Plan Limit

Average annual
percentage of
entitlement used
Long term cap factor

^ - Includes any carryover, plus incremental available water determinations.

CICL also has Class G water entitlement which are stock and domestic tank fill. MI also has Category 5 domestic and stock and
Category 6 non potable domestic.
8
MI has rules Surplus Water Rules which describe arrangements for sharing surplus water, including supplementary water within MI.
9
Ribbons, C. 2009 Water availability in New South Water Murray-Darling Basin Regulated Rivers, NSW Department of Water and
Energy, Sydney.
10
There are minor differences between the long term cap factors in this report compared to the LTAAY figures.
11
The modelling sequence includes climate post the Water Sharing Plans which were developed up to 2004, however the models do
not include the full impact of the new record drought.
7
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Table 6 Modelled reliability of Murrumbidgee regulated river

Murrumbidgee

High Security

General Security

Supplementary

Percentage of time full
entitlement is available
by 1 July

2%

2%

Percentage of time full
entitlement is available
by 30 June

95%

50%

Average effective water
available on 1 July

95%

61%^

Average effective
available on 1 June

98%

87%^

90%

60%

50%

0.92

0.63

0.16

Water Sharing Plan Limit

Average annual
percentage of
entitlement used
Long term cap factor

^ - Includes any carryover, plus incremental available water determinations (being clarified)

2.3

Water Sharing Plans

The rules about access to all surface and groundwater the Murray and Murrumbidgee valley is described
in the WSPs.
The following WSP apply to the WALs in the NSW Murray and Murrumbidgee:
▶▶

Water Sharing Plan for the NSW Murray and Lower Darling Regulated River Water Sources 2016

▶▶

Water Sharing Plan for the Murrumbidgee Regulated River Water Sources 2016

The regulated river WSPs may be modified in 2019 when Water Resource Plans (WRPs) under the Basin Plan are
due.
The WSP Rules combine with the Water Management Act to effectively provide WAL holders with a ‘property
right.’ NSW Department of Primary Industries are obliged to follow the Rules in the WSP unless the Plan has
been suspended. The priority for allocating water to licences in the WSP needs to be consistent with the Water
Management Act. The key features of the five WSPs relevant to irrigators in southern NSW are described on the
following page.
A summary of the rules applying to groundwater WSPs is at Appendix 8.
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Water Sharing Plan for the Murray Lower Darling Regulated River Water Sources 2016

Access Licence

Key Features
Maximum announced allocation 110%
Maximum carryover 50%
Carryover plus announced allocation cannot exceed
110% net of any allocation trade
Barmah/Millewa Forest Allocation can be borrowed
when general security less than 30%, repayment
commences once 30% is reached.
Tradeable^

General Security

Maximum announced allocation 100%
Carryover – not available
Maximum announced allocation where general
security <97% - 97%
Tradeable^
Increases above 97% to 100%, with high security
being 1% more than general security up to the
maximum of 100%

High Security

Murray

Supplementary water

Maximum announced allocation 100%
Availability subject to unregulated or surplus flows.
In addition to general security account limit,
if a supplementary licence held.
Tradeable (restrictions apply). General security licence
holders can access supplementary water when the
announced allocation for general security is <65% however any supplementary use is included in the
allocation account maximum of 110% including carryover
and supplementary use unless a supplementary water
licence is held.

Unit shares

General security
High security
Local water utility
Domestic and stock
Conveyance
Supplementary water

Trade limits

Barmah Choke restriction. Allocation trade from upstream
of the Barmah Choke to downstream,
at times can be restricted. Further information including
account balances can be found here.

Annual trade deadlines

Inter-state trade closes 30 April
Inter valley and intra valley trade closes 31 May

1,673,764
190,561
36,692
17,083
330,000
252,579

^ Entitlement trade from upstream of the Barmah/Choke to downstream of the Barmah Choke is not permitted.
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Off allocation use within Murray Irrigation
Murray Irrigation holds a regulated river supplementary water access licence of 121,704 unit shares but has not
issued its customers with entitlements to this licence.
When diverting supplementary water from the river, Murray Irrigation may announce access to off allocation,
where its customers can take water without debit from their water allocation account.
Off allocation use within Murray Irrigation is in addition to the account limit of 110 percent.
In some circumstances Murray Irrigation may also allow customers to transfer supplementary water to their
accounts. Irrigators seeking more information should contact the company.
Water Sharing Plan for the Murrumbidgee Regulated Water Sources 2016
The Murrumbidgee WSP includes the Yanco Creeks and tributaries and in 2012 was expanded to include the
LowBidgee.

25
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Water Sharing Plan for the Murrumbidgee Regulated River Water Sources 2016

Access Licence

Key Features
Maximum announced allocation 100%
Maximum carryover 30%
Carryover plus announced allocation cannot exceed 100%
net of any allocation trade
Tradeable^

General Security

Maximum announced allocation 100%
Carryover – not available
Maximum announced allocation where general security
<95% - 95%
Tradeable^
Increases above 95% to 100%, with high security being 1%
more than general security up to the maximum of 100%

High Security

Murray
Supplementary water

Maximum announced allocation 100%
Subject to unregulated or surplus flows.
In addition to general security account limit, if a
supplementary licence held.
Tradeable (restrictions apply).
General security licence holders can access
supplementary water when the announced allocation for
general security is <70% - however any supplementary
use is included in the allocation account maximum of
100% including carryover andsupplementary use unless
a supplementary water licence is held.
General security
High security
Local water utility
Domestic and stock
Conveyance
Supplementary water
Lowbidgee

Unit shares

1,891,994
359,412
43,585
34,444
373,000
198,778
747,000

Trade limits

A 100GL undelivered (allocation) Inter Valley Trade limit
applies. Further information is at www.waternsw.com.au/
customer-service/trading/murrumbidgee

Annual trade deadlines

Inter-state trade closes 30 April
Inter valley and intra valley trade closes 31 May

^ There are limits on trade into the Yanco and Tributaries system to prevent increased demand.
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Supplementary water use within Murrumbidgee Irrigation
Murrumbidgee Irrigation has specific rules for sharing of surplus water, these Rules can be found at
http://www.mirrigation.com.au/ArticleDocuments/191/Surplus_Water_Rules_-_Effective_1_July_2016.pdf.aspx
Murrumbidgee Irrigation has different types of surplus water including:
▶▶

General security surplus water

▶▶

Supplementary water allocation

▶▶

Internal (history of use) water

▶▶

Internal (non-history of use)

▶▶

Internal (storage) water

The Rules vary depending on geographic area: Lake Wyangan, Mirrool Creek, Barren Box and Wah Wah.
Subject to the Rules annual allocation and permanent trade of surplus water and supplementary water is possible.
Irrigators should confirm with Murrumbidgee Irrigation the rules for their specific circumstances, including
circumstances where surplus or supplementary water use is in addition to the 100 percent account limit.
Supplementary water use within Coleambally Irrigation Co-operative Limited (CICL)
Some irrigators have rights to access to water from CICL’s supplementary water licence. These rights were issued
based on history of use (dependence). Irrigators with supplementary rights can use supplementary water up to the
volume held in addition to their 100 percent allocation account limit.
These rights are tradeable subject to board approval internally and government for external trades.
Irrigators in CICL without supplementary rights can access supplementary water, however any use is part of the
allocation limit of 100 percent.
2.4

Carryover in NSW explained

In the Murray and Murrumbidgee Valley there is annual water accounting, with the water year running from 1
July to 30 June (note annual trade closes at the end of May for WAL holders, CICL customers and during June for
Murray and Murrumbidgee Irrigation customers).
Carryover is where water remaining in a water allocation account can be carried over from one irrigation season to
the next.
Carryover is automatic - there is no need to apply and no loss factor applies.
Carryover rules are described in the WSPs. There are limits on the volume that can be carried over and the
maximum volume allowable in water allocation accounts, made up of carryover and announced allocation (net of
annual trade).
Carryover in NSW is a risk management tool for irrigators. It provides general security entitlement holders with a
tool to help manage between water year variability, particularly the risk of low early season allocations.
Prior to carryover being introduced more than a decade ago, any water remaining in individual accounts was
socialised and included in the announced allocation in the new water year.
Figure 7 and 8 are examples of how carryover works for two different customers in Murray Irrigation.
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Figure 7 Customer with zero carryover

Carryover - NSW Murray Irrigation
50% Carryover
Maximum account 110%
Example zero carryover
Trade in
Off-allocation use

Trade in and
off allocation
increase
volume
available
100% gs
1,000 g.s. water
entitlements

Zero
carryover

60%
allocation
600ML

Trade in
200ML
20%

800ML
available
or 80%

100%
allocation
plus trade
1,200ML

Offallocation
150ML or
15%

1,350ML
available

Figure 8 Customer with 50 percent carryover

Carryover - NSW Murray Irrigation
50% Carryover
Maximum account 110%
Example 50% carryover
Trade out
Maximum
account 110%

Account full - no more
improvement allocated
100%
1,000 g.s. water
entitlements

50%
carryover
500ML

60%
allocation
110%
available
1,100ML

Trade
out
200ML
20%

90%
remains
900ML

Further examples, including for the Murrumbidgee Valley, are provided in Appendix 9.
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Carryover in summary
▶▶

Carryover provides general security entitlement holders with a ‘tool’ to manage between year variability in
water availability.

▶▶

Carryover will increase the volume available to you at the start of the water year, but in a higher water 		
availability year individuals with high levels of carryover will have less water allocated to them.

▶▶

Carryover is not lost when a dam spills.

▶▶

Once an individual’s allocation account limit is reached no more allocation water is allocated to this 		
account, i.e. additional allocation is forfeited. The forfeited water is allocated to general security licence
holders with less carryover up to the maximum of 110 percent in the Murray and 100 percent in
the Murrumbidgee Valley.

▶▶

In the NSW Murray, carrying over a minimum of ten percent maximises the volume you potentially get 		
allocated.

▶▶

Decisions about whether to carryover or not should take into account the end of season storage levels and
the seasonal conditions. Investment in carryover is likely to be a better investment in low water
availability years.

▶▶

Water traded out of an account is part of the account limit and water traded in is in addition to the account
limit.

▶▶

Supplementary or off allocation water use may be part of the maximum account limit in the NSW Murray
and Murrumbidgee in some circumstances. In Murray Irrigation off allocation use is in addition to the 		
account limits.

▶▶

NSW carryover rules are different to Victoria.
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Interstate

WATER REGULATION AND LICENCING –
INTERSTATE

CHAPTER THREE

3.1 Surface water Victoria12
It is important to understand interstate licensing because a) owning
interstate water requires this understanding to manage risk and b)
the application of interstate rules can affect water markets.

The Water Act 1989 (Vic) governs water entitlements and establishes the mechanisms for
managing Victoria’s water resources.
In northern Victoria there are two entitlement types held by irrigators, High Reliability Water
Share (HRWS) and Low Reliability Water Share (LWRS).
Bulk entitlements are granted to water corporations, the Victorian Environmental Water
Holder and other specified bodies (e.g. electricity companies). Entitlements granted to water
corporations are similar to the conveyance entitlements held by the NSW Irrigation Corporations.
Water shares and allocation
A water share is an ongoing entitlement to a share of the water available in a system and can be
held separately to land.
Features of a water share include:
▶▶

Its water system, such as the Goulburn or Murray.

▶▶

Its reliability i.e. high or low reliability.

▶▶

The volume, such as 100 megalitres (ML).

The volume of a water share is defined as the maximum amount of allocation that can be made against
it each year.
The quantity of water in the dam in any given year is allocated against water shares. The seasonal allocation
is the percentage of your water share volume available under current resource conditions, as determined by
the resource manager.
The water share is linked to an allocation account (ABA), which keeps track of allocations available to the
water share. It includes water use and trade.
3.2

Reliability

Water shares can be high-reliability water shares (HRWS) or low-reliability water shares (LRWS).
Allocations are made to high-reliability water shares before low-reliability shares. The expected reliability of
HRWS in the Murray and Goulburn systems is 95 percent. Modelled data for LRWS is not included because it
overestimates their reliability due to changes in Victoria’s reserve policies and carryover rules.
Information in this section is taken from http://www.depi.vic.gov.au/water/governing-water-resources/water-entitlementsand-trade/the-water-act, 28 April 2016
12
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3.3

Carryover in Victoria explained

Victorian carryover is different to NSW carryover, with Victoria having ‘spillable’
accounts. Water in a spillable account is water above 100 percent of Water Share.
If water in a spillable account is declared, then irrigators with water in spillable
accounts can have access to more than 100 percent.
Ownership of LRWS provides an option for irrigators to transfer water from one
water year to the next with a low risk of the water spilling.
Carryover is allowed in the Murray, Goulburn and Campaspe systems on both high reliability and low reliability
water shares.
Victorian carryover – how does it work?13

Carryover in Victoria is more complicated than in NSW, with Victoria having spillable accounts. There are also
different rules in the different systems. The following describes the 2015/16 rules for the Victorian Murray, Goulburn
and Campaspe Water System.
▶▶

Water can be carried over on both HRWS and LRWS up to 100 percent of the volume of water shares 		
attached to an allocation account.

▶▶

If both HRWS and LRWS are attached to an allocation account, any water carried over will be carried over
against LRWS. Once the 100 percent limit has been reached the remaining water carried over will
automatically be carried over against HRWS.

▶▶

There is a five percent reduction on water carried over from one season to the next to allow for 		
evaporation.

▶▶

Once the combined volume of water carried over and announced allocation reaches 100 percent of the
water shares, any further allocation against water share will be transferred to a spillable account.
For example, if 100ML of water has been carried over on 100ML of HRWS, then 95ML will be available at
the start of the irrigation season (5ML reduction for evaporation).
In the next irrigation season the first five percent of allocation (5ML) will also be available, so then the 		
irrigator has 100 percent of HRWS available. Any further allocation increases will be transferred to a
spillable account.

▶▶

Water in the spillable account cannot be accessed until the Northern Victorian Water Resource Manager
announces a low risk of spill. A low risk of spill is defined as a less than 10 percent chance the storages will
spill for the remainder of the season. Once a low spill risk has been announced, water in spillable
account will be transferred back to the allocation account and is available for use, sale or carryover into
the next season.

▶▶

The Northern Victorian Resource Manager makes monthly ‘risk of spill’ announcements on the 10th day of
each month until access to spillable accounts is declared.

▶▶

When water is quarantined in the spillable account, it is at risk. If the storage spills then water will be 		
deducted from the spillable accounts in proportion to the spilt volume (i.e. if 200GL is in the spillable 		
account and 100GL is spilt, then spillable accounts will be reduced by the equivalent percentage i.e. 50
percent).

▶▶

The storages assessed to determine spills are Lake Eildon for the Goulburn System, Hume Dam for the 		
Victorian Murray system and Lake Eppalock for the Campaspe system

▶▶

You can find out more about the carryover rules that apply in each system here at www.waterregister.vic.
gov.au/water-entitlements/carryover.

Information adapted from Murray Dairy Water Trading Tool Kit, July 2015

13
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3.4

South Australian irrigation water products

SA’s different classes of water products are described in the SA Murray Darling Natural Resource Board Water
Allocation Plan for River Murray Prescribed Watercourse. (This Plan is current at the time of writing but under review).
Table 7 describes the key features of SA irrigation water entitlements. The long term average annual yield of SA
irrigation entitlements is 90 percent.
Table 7 Irrigation entitlements in SA
Type

Entitlements Reliability

Class 3A
Irrigation

548,287

100% when SA
Private carryover may Yes
entitlement flow of be permitted if allowed
1,850GL available by the Minister

100

Class 3B

16,469

100% when SA
Private carryover may Yes
entitlement flow of be permitted if allowed
1,859GL available by the Minister

100%

3.5

Carryover

Tradeable Maximum allocation

SA Private carryover14

Private carryover is available only when announced by the Minister to the following classes of water access
entitlement shares:
▶▶

Class 3a (previously irrigation and holding not in the Qualco Sunlands Groundwater Control Area)

▶▶

Class 3b (previously irrigation and holding in the Qualco Sunlands Groundwater Control Area)

▶▶

Class 4 (previously Recreation)

▶▶

Class 7 (previously Environment - The Living Murray)

Any unused water at the end of the current water use year may be available as private carryover.
From 2016 to 2017 the volume is based on the unused volume at 30 June, up to 20 percent of the water access
entitlement. Carryover volumes will be subject to a storage loss and assessment of the ‘risk’ of spill from storage and
the volume of deferred water.
Private carryover may be transferred interstate or intrastate.

DEWNR Policy, Government of South Australia April 2016.

14
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HOW REGULATED SURFACE WATER IS
ALLOCATED IN NSW

CHAPTER FOUR

Water is allocated according to the rules in Water Sharing Plans
Starting allocations include volume in storage plus expected inflows
and Snowy releases

Regulated surface water is allocated according to the relevant statutory WSP in NSW. The
operation of Snowy Hydro and interstate water sharing arrangements are also relevant.
In the NSW Murray and Murrumbidgee valleys there is annual water accounting with the
water year running from 1 July – 30 June.
The priority for allocations of water is generally as follows:
▶▶

Rules based environmental water (if any)

▶▶

Towns and Stock and Domestic

▶▶

Carryover (unused water carried over to the next water year)

▶▶

Reserves for Critical Human Needs for the following water year.

▶▶

High Security

▶▶

Conveyance

▶▶

General Security

▶▶

Supplementary

The allocation of water in both the Murray and Murrumbidgee at the start of the water year is
determined by:
▶▶

How much water is available in the storages.

▶▶

Minimum forecast inflows into the storages that are expected during the year and can be
allocated. DPI Water uses in the minimum inflows from over 100 years of inflow data but excluding
2006/07 (added to the volume available).

▶▶

The expected required annual release (RAR) from Snowy Hydro (added to the volume available).

▶▶

The volume required to ‘run the river’ – subtracted from the volume available for allocation.

▶▶

The forecast volume of carryover - subtracted from the volume available.
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The WSP rules for the allocation of water between different categories of licences and also planned or rules based
environmental water are then applied to determine the announced allocation.
Starting allocations include the volume in storage plus expected inflows and RAR from Snowy Hydro. The forecast
inflows are conservative and irrigators can expect in 99 percent of seasons inflows will be greater than forecast and
allocations will increase as the season progresses.
Snowy Hydro releases are also influenced by whether Snowy is experiencing a Dry Inflow Sequence, if this is the
case as the season progresses, assuming inflows improve the RAR from Snowy will also increase. If there is no DISV
than the unadjusted RAR volume is included upfront.
Victoria has a similar process to NSW, although Victoria’s policy is more conservative with larger volumes set aside
as reserves for future years than NSW. An explanation of Victoria’s allocation policy can be found at
www.nvrm.net.au/determinations/how-allocations-work.
4.1

Allocation announcements
DPI Water allocate water at the beginning and middle of each month
Allocation announcements are a good source of information about
future availability probabilities

DPI Water generally make allocation announcements on the 1st and 15th of each month15 until 100 percent general
security is announced, or until the final announcement late in the water year.
DPI Water allocation statements include the details of the volume available for distribution and the volume allocated
to the different licence/use types.
Examples of the resource distribution in the Murray and Murrumbidgee is in Table 8 and 9 below.
Table 8 – Resource distribution in the Murray Valley

Murray 15 March 2016
Total available Murray (after losses)

1,452GL^

Less
Rules Based Environmental Water

76GL^^

Towns, S&D

54GL (100%)

Carryover

500GL

Reserves (CHN)

61GL

High Security

184GL (97%)

Conveyance

194GL

General Security

385GL (23%)

^Includes 6GL of uncommitted water
^^Barmah/Millewa Forest Allocation water is borrowed, 70GL is the Wakool system
losses.

Or on the next business day if the 1st or 15th fall on a weekend or Public Holiday.

15
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Table 9 – Resource distribution in the Murrumbidgee Valley

Murrumbidgee Resource Distribution 15 March 2016
Total available Murrumbidgee

2,174GL

Less
Losses (losses remaining for the season)

132GL

Rules Based Environmental Water

94GL

Towns, S&D

79GL (100%)

Carryover

451GL

Reserves (CHN)

75GL

High Security

341GL (95%)

Conveyance

302GL

General Security

700GL (37%)

Late Season discount

0GL

The peak inflow months in the Murray and Murrumbidgee catchments are generally in August – November. This
is the period through which allocations can build quickly. The data in Appendix 10 shows the large difference in
inflow volume depending on inflow conditions.
DPI Water’s allocation announcements are available from www.water.nsw.gov.au/water-management/wateravailability/water-allocation-statements on the 1st and 15th of each month and irrigators can register for email
notification at www.water.nsw.gov.au/water-management/water-availability#statements.
In Victoria allocation announcements are made by the www.nvrm.net.au at 10am on the 1st and 15th of each month.
4.2

Interpreting allocation announcements

DPI Water also provides indicative allocation information, which provides guidance on the probability of allocation
outcomes under a range of inflow scenarios.
Similar information is also released for Victorian water allocations by the Northern Victorian Resource Manager at
www.nvrm.net.au.
This information is a good guide to likely seasonal allocations and can be used to help plan irrigation programs.
Ultimately the general security allocation is reliant on catchment inflows; the better the catchment inflows the higher
the general security allocation.
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DPI Water indicative allocation information – how to interpret it
▶▶ The information isn’t a weather forecast. It is a probability statement based on multiple years of inflow data and
models to predict general security allocations under different inflow conditions in the catchment.
▶▶ Allocations are conservative and based on inflows which will be exceeded in all years except extreme conditions.
.
▶▶ DPI Water provides indicative allocations for a range of different inflow conditions.
o
1 in 2 or median is when in 50 percent of years’ inflows would be exceeded and 50 percent of years
		
when inflows would be less.
o
3 in 4 or dry is when inflows in 75 percent of years would be exceeded.
o
9 in 10 or very dry is when inflows in 90 percent of years would be exceeded.
o
99 in 100 (extreme dry) is when inflows in 99 percent of years would be exceeded. This inflow 		
		
scenario is what the announced allocation is based on.
▶▶ This information can be used to assist planning, but should only be used as a guide.
▶▶ The best way to use the information is to look at the indicative allocation based on prevailing seasonal conditions.
See the information in Table 10 below for an example of how to apply this.
▶▶ During the peak inflow months of August – November, the difference in volume between ’dry inflows‘ and even
‘median inflows’ is a large volume of water (Appendix 10) Information provided in September and October is
therefore more useful for providing an indication of seasonal allocations than outlooks earlier in the calendar
year, before seasonal conditions are established.

Table 10 Comparison of September Forecast 2015 with actual 1 February 2016 allocations

Inflow
conditions

Murray
forecast
for 1 February

1 February
allocation^

Murrumbidgee
15 September
forecast for
1 February

99 in 100

12

27

9 in 10

30

29

3 in 4

40

1 in 2

60

43

1 in 4

100

90

19%

32

▶▶ In Murray inflows for 2015/16 have were between 9 in 10 and 99 in 100.
▶▶ In the Murrumbidgee inflow for 2015/16 were slightly drier than 3 in 4.
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WATER DELIVERY IN NSW

CHAPTER FIVE

Water delivery arrangements vary between different irrigation
corporations and also for river pumpers
Water delivery arrangements are location specific
River pumpers
River pumpers accessing surface water supply in the NSW Murray or Murrumbidgee are
direct customers of WaterNSW.
WaterNSW requires customers to order their water via www.waternsw.com.au/customerservice/iwas.
Lead times between placing a water order and delivery vary between locations and irrigators
should contact their WaterNSW Customer Service Manager to confirm arrangements.
Charges paid by river pumpers include:
▶▶

Fixed water entitlement charge, which includes WaterNSW and DPI Water.

▶▶

Yanco Creek and Tributaries Advisory Committee levy if relevant per water entitlement.

▶▶

Usage fee which includes a WaterNSW and DPI Component.

▶▶

Annual metering fee.

▶▶

Annual licence fee.

Government water charges can be found at www.waternsw.com.au/customer-service/pricing/
regulated-charges. River pumpers are responsible for their own pumping costs.
Irrigation corporation customers
Water delivery arrangements and costs between the irrigation schemes are different. Irrigators should
contact their irrigation supply company directly for more details.
Arrangements for payment also vary between the different irrigation schemes.
The Fees and Prices Schedules of the three main schemes can be accessed from:
Coleambally Irrigation Co-operative Limited
Murray Irrigation Limited
Murrumbidgee Irrigation
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5.1

Delivery rights
Delivery entitlements (DE) enable irrigation companies to recover their cost
of delivery
DE arrangements vary between irrigation schemes
Allocations are not available on DEs and water can’t be carried over on them
either

As a result of the introduction of the Water Market Rules 2009 (Cth) and Water Charge (Termination Fee) Rules 2009
(Cth), irrigation infrastructure operators created delivery rights within their schemes. These delivery rights became
the primary vehicle for each scheme to recover their fixed costs.
DEs are potentially confusing. Here are some key points irrigators should know about them:
▶▶

Delivery entitlements are irrigation infrastructure operator specific.

▶▶

Water allocations by DPI Water are not made to delivery entitlements.

▶▶

Carryover is not available on delivery entitlements. If carryover on delivery entitlements was allowed
this water would be using space owned by a water entitlement holder.

▶▶

If flow restrictions apply, access to the daily flow is generally based on delivery entitlements. (In Murray
Irrigation, where flow shares exist on each landholding access to water during restrictions is based on one
flow share per original landholding).

▶▶

In some circumstances irrigation schemes make efficiency allocations or provide member benefits as a
percentage of delivery entitlements.

▶▶

Delivery entitlements cannot be transferred out of a scheme and must be attached to a parcel of land.

▶▶

Delivery entitlements can be terminated, with the termination fee regulated by the Water Charge 		
(termination fee) Rules 2009 (Cth). Notionally the termination fee is 10 times the delivery entitlement
charge plus GST.
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WATER ALLOCATION TRADE

CHAPTER SIX

Some important limitations to water trade apply and these can
change quickly
For rice growers, the most important of these are limits on
Murrumbidgee inter-valley trade and the Barmah Choke
Irrigators should check water they are purchasing can be
transferred into their trading zone
6.1

Water Allocation Trade zones

The southern Basin has 14 interstate water trading zones. These zones are shown in Figure
9 and detailed in Appendices 11 and 12, including the opportunities for trade of allocation
between zones.
Figure 9 – Interstate Water Trading Zones

In general, trade is permitted from one trading zone to another trading zone provided the water being
transferred can flow readily to the destination zone. Trade in the opposite direction (referred to as back-trade)
is possible if trade downstream has opened up this opportunity.
To protect third parties and the river environment, some trade limits apply. Important trade restrictions are
covered in section 6.2.
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NSW irrigators in the Murray and Murrumbidgee will be irrigating in:
▶▶

Zone 10 NSW Murray upstream of the Barmah Choke, including Murray Irrigation’s Wakool District

▶▶

Zone 11 NSW Murray downstream of the Barmah Choke, including Edward and Wakool Rivers

▶▶

Zone 13 Murrumbidgee downstream of Blowering and Burrinjuck including the Yanco Creeks and Tributaries
Back-trade

Back-trade is possible when water has been transferred downstream from one system to another. As water cannot
flow ‘uphill’ trade from a downstream source to an upstream source can only occur if some downstream trade has
already occurred.
The most relevant back-trade opportunity is from the Murray to the Murrumbidgee. Trade in this direction is only
possible when allocation water has been transferred out of the Murrumbidgee Valley to NSW, Victorian or SA Murray
and also the Goulburn.
6.2

Water allocation trade restrictions or limits

An understanding of allocation trade restrictions is important to irrigators intending to buy or sell annual allocation.
There are four key restrictions that apply in the southern Basin. These are:
▶▶

Barmah Choke (MDBA)

▶▶

Murrumbidgee IVT (NSW)

▶▶

Goulburn-Murray IVT trade limit (Victorian)

▶▶

NSW to Victoria Water Trade Limit (Victorian)

Barmah Choke
The Barmah Choke is a naturally occurring narrow stretch of the River Murray that begins downstream of Cobram,
Victoria and ends upstream of Echuca, Victoria. The Choke runs through the Barmah–Millewa Forest on the Victorian/
NSW border.
The Choke restricts the flow of the River Murray to approximately 10,000 ML per day downstream of Tocumwal.
Allocation trade can occur across the Choke in some years depending on water availability, including whether
Menindee is part of the ‘shared resource.’ However, in some years trade is restricted from upstream to downstream
of the Choke. In this circumstance the trade restriction applies and any trade in the opposite direction or back-trade
frees up space to allow trade from upstream to downstream.
The Barmah Choke trade restriction is managed by the MDBA. Information about the current balance is available from
www.mdba.gov.au/managing-water/water-markets-trade/interstate-water-trade/barmah-choke-trade-balance.
Unlike the IVT accounts, the Barmah Choke trade restriction (if operating) is re-set on 1 July each year.
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Murrumbidgee IVT limit
The Murrumbidgee has a maximum un-delivered IVT trade volume of 100GL. When the net allocation trade out of the
Murrumbidgee Valley reaches 100GL then inter-valley trade closes.
A positive IVT account balance means there is currently net trade out of the Murrumbidgee Valley.
A maximum balance of + 100 GL applies to the Murrumbidgee IVT account because this is the volume of water that
can be physically transferred out of the valley via Balranald in one year without incurring excessive transmission
losses and/or third party impacts.
A zero balance results in trade into the Murrumbidgee Valley being closed, as it is not possible deliver water upstream.
The IVT volume at the end of the water year transfers to the start of the new water year.
In 2016 DPI Water introduced improved arrangements for operation of the IVT account. These arrangements, as well
as the current IVT balance, is available at www.waternsw.com.au/customer-service/trading/murrumbidgee.
This arrangement provides for trade to be opened and closed based on the following triggers:

Trade out of the
Murrumbidgee Valley

Trade in to the
Murrumbidgee Valley

Close 100 GL

Close 0 GL

Open 85 GL

Open 15 GL

The IVT balance status is updated at 9.00am each business day.
Water trade limits - Goulburn
The Goulburn, Campaspe, Broken and Loddon has an IVT trade limit of 200GL.
Trade is not allowed from the Goulburn, Campaspe, Broken and Loddon to the Victorian Murray, or to New South
Wales and South Australia, if more than 200GL is owed to the Murray. Factors that contribute to this limit being
reached include:
▶▶
▶▶
▶▶

water still owed to the Murray from last year;
seasonal allocations leading to an increase of water owed to the Murray to supply water rights traded there
in the past; and
the volume traded out this season.

The status of the trade limit can be checked at the Victorian Water Register.
The on-line trading of the Victorian Register allows the trade limit volume to be continuously updated.
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NSW to Victoria
Trade limits also apply to allocation trade into Victoria. Allocation trade from New South Wales to Victoria is limited
to the lesser of a net annual volume of 200GL, or a volume that keeps the risk of spill in Victoria’s share of the Murray
system below 50 per cent.
The volume available to trade within this limit can change quickly.
The status of the NSW to Victoria trade limit can also be checked at the Victorian Water Register.
6.3

Closure of allocation trades

Government and Irrigation Corporations all have closing dates for allocation trades. These dates are summarised in
Table 11. Actual dates can vary between years and irrigators should take notice of the dates included on information
updates or relevant websites to ensure key dates are not missed.
Allocation trade will generally start on 1 July each year.
Table 11 Allocation trade closure dates
Mid June
Intervalley &
Intravalley
Trade Victoria

End of April
Interstate Trade

Intervalley
& Intravalley
Trade NSW
End of May

6.4

External trade end of May
but before trade to or
from their licence closes
Murray Irrigation

Coleambally Irrigation
External & internal
trade end of May

Internal trade Mid June
Murray Irrigation

Murrumbidgee Irrigation
External trade end of May
Internal trade early June

Groundwater sources
Mid June

Transaction processes and fees

Trade approvals are required from both the seller and purchaser’s water suppliers. The relevant forms can be
accessed from operators’ websites (refer Chapter 9). Victoria also has on-line trading.
In NSW all allocation trades from a WAL are processed by WaterNSW. Important information about water trading
including forms and key dates is available from the WaterNSW website at www.waternsw.com.au/customer-service/
trading.
Trades within an Irrigation Corporation are referred to as internal trades and do not require WaterNSW approval.
Transaction fees apply for the administration of trades. Fees for 2016/17 are summarised in Table 12.
Depending on the source of water multiple administration fees may be required. For example sale of annual allocation
from Murrumbidgee Irrigation to Murray Irrigation will incur fees from Murrumbidgee Irrigation, Water NSW and
Murray Irrigation.
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Table 12 Advertised transaction fees for allocation trade (including GST)
Area

Application Fee

Per ML

Maximum

WaterNSW

$39.010

$0.51^

$153.98

CICL

$75 (internal and external)
+ $55

-

$75 + $55

Murray Irrigation

$65 (external only)

-

$65

Murrumbidgee Irrigation

$75 (external only)

-

$75

West Corurgan

$18.70 (internal)
$66 (external)

$11 (external trades only)

No maximum

Western Murray Irrigation

$25.30 (internal)
$71.50 (external)

-

$25.30 (internal)
$71.50 (external

South Australia^^

$244

-

$244

Victoria

$84.20
$44.70

-

$84.20
$84.20
$44.70
$44.70

^ - Usage fee applies per ML if water is transferred to a licence not attached to a NSW Works Approval.
^^ Water transferred from group schemes in SA may also attract an annual transfer fee.

Processing time standards have been agreed between NSW, Victoria and South Australia. WaterNSW performance
against these standards is in 2015/16 is in Table 13. Processing is delayed where applications have incorrect
information or the seller’s allocation account does not have sufficient water.
Table 13 Trade processing standard and WaterNSW 2015/16 performance
Trade

2015/16 Performance (number)

Standard

Within NSW

99.4% (4,205)

90% processed within 5 days

Between NSW, Victoria, QLD

98.4% (883)

90% processed within 10 days

SA trades

98.2% (169)

90% processed within 20 days

6.5 Water brokers and platforms

Water brokers facilitate access to water markets and information about market conditions and prices. Brokers can
also assist or undertake for irrigators the administration of allocation trades on their behalf.
The Australian Competition and Consumer Commission (ACCC) has two brochures which help irrigators and water
brokers understand their rights and obligations. These can be found at www.accc.gov.au/regulated-infrastructure/
water/water-trading-brokers-exchanges.
Some brokers are also members of the Australia Water Brokers Association (AWBA). AWBA’s primary role is to set
and maintain standards of professional practice, education, ethics and professional conduct for its members and the
broader water broking industry. AWBA has a Code of Conduct for its members which can be found at www.awba.
org.au/about.htm.
Water exchange platforms such as the Murray Irrigation exchange and H2OX enable direct trades between irrigators,
without broker involvement. Further information about these is included in Chapter 10.
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DIVERSIFYING YOUR WATER OPTIONS

*adapted from the Murray Dairy Water Trading Tool Kit

CHAPTER SEVEN

Diversifying water options can help manage the risk of low
allocations in a given valley

Different options for farm businesses to secure productive water needs are continually
becoming available.
Water risk management options
▶▶

Ownership of water entitlements and using the annual allocation (standard practice).

▶▶

Diversifying your water portfolio by owning water entitlements in different
systems to minimise risk of low allocations or to access different carryover options.

▶▶

Leasing water entitlement with a contract to access the annual allocation.

▶▶

Trading on the allocation water market.

▶▶

Water share farming.

▶▶

Entering into a forward contract for delivery of allocation water in a future water year.

▶▶

Carryover on water entitlement owned by another party (parking).

The advantages and disadvantages of the different options available are summarised in Table 14.
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Table 14 Advantages and disadvantages of water options

Option
Ownership of water entitlement
Water Entitlement Features
- Location
(i.e. catchment and trading zone)
- Reliability
- Carryover features
Portfolio options i.e. owning water
entitlement in different systems
Water Entitlement Features
Murray
- Location
(i.e. catchment and trading zone)
- Reliability
- Carryover features
Leasing entitlement
Lease price linked to capital value
of asset
Length of lease of duration variable

Term Forward Contracts
(Forward Sale contracts,
Forward Delivery contracts)
- Locks in a volume at a price for one
season
- Generally, only applies for one
season in advance
- Will normally require a deposit on
signing a contract with balance of
payment due at delivery date(s)
Trading on the allocation
water market
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Advantages

Disadvantages

- Access to water through annual allocations.
- Reduced exposure to the allocation water market.
- Capital gain of asset.
- Access to carryover depending on the entitlement.
- Can be leased.
- Can be used as security for borrowings, with
encumbrances registered.
- Can be held separate to land.
- Public registers for statutory rights.

- Exposed to allocation risk.
- Opportunity cost of capital – e.g. What other use
could the capital value of water entitlement be
used?
- Annual water entitlement cost or water entitlement
storage cost in Victoria.
- Exposed to reduced market value.

- Spreads exposure to annual allocations between
systems.
- Options can include holding a zero WAL and
or one entitlement and using the WAL or water
entitlement to access annual allocation from
different markets.
- More flexibility in management of carryover,
providing opportunities to utilise end of season
water markets.

- Active management required, particularly if trade
restrictions may limit access to annual allocation.
- Exposed to allocation risk.
- Opportunity cost of capital.
- Annual water entitlement cost or water entitlement
storage cost in Victoria.
- Increased cost of annual transfers.
- Establishment costs.

- Access to water through annual allocations for
the term of the lease.
- Allocation risks rests with the lessee.
- Reduced exposure to the allocation water market
- Opportunity to access water without capital
expense.
- Sale and then lease back unlocks capital of water
entitlements and maintains access to allocation
water.
- Lease payments are operating expenses.
- Subject to lease will provide access to carryover.

- Exposed to allocation risk.
- No capital gain of asset.
- Annual water entitlement storage costs generally
included in lease costs.
- Exposed to cost changes at the end of the lease.
- Medium level of active management.

- Provides certainty to access to water at a known
cost for the period of the contract.
- Not exposed to allocation risk.
- Reduced exposure to the allocation water market.
- Generally, less costs to gain access to water
compared to ownership but more expensive
than leasing.
- Not exposed to depreciation of asset.

- No capital gain of asset.
- Generally, no water entitlement charges
(subject to agreement).
- Cost is set, exposed to market price falls
- No access to carryover.
- Medium level of active management.
- Delivery dates will vary for when water must
be purchased.

- No capital cost.
- No water entitlement charge.
- No exposure to asset depreciation.

- Exposure to allocation market within and between
years.
- Exposed to allocation risk – higher prices as a result
of low water availability.
- Requires access to cash.
- No capital appreciation.
- High level of active management.
- Water may not be available at crucial irrigation
times or may be too expensive.
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Option

Advantages

Disadvantages

- No capital costs.
- No water entitlement charge.
Access to allocation secured by share in - Provides access to allocation without payment,
freeing up cash flow.
crop returns
- Shares production risk.
Allocation supplied on signing of

- Usually only for a single year.
- Generally higher cost than allocation sale on terms.
- Will require some negotiation to establish risk
of production.
- Shares production risk..

Carryover products

- Opportunity to increase carryover volume taking
advantages of end of season allocation prices
and/or increasing certainty for the next year’s
irrigation program.

- Usually only for a single year
- Transaction costs paid twice.
- Private transactions carry higher risk of failure.
- Some parties offer contracts to provide security
- Carryover through brokers usually relies on
authority forms to be lodged by the broker in a
timely fashion
- Medium level of management.

- Opportunity to increase carryover volume taking
advantages of end of season allocation prices
and/or increasing certainty for the next year’s
irrigation program.
- Multiple years available for Victorian Low Reliability.
- Lessees should seek lessor to establish lease on the
Victorian Water Register.
- Lease of Vic LR provides carryover space and offers
opportunity for allocations at no extra cost.

- Inter-valley transfers require transaction costs to be
paid twice outside Victoria.
- Medium level of management.

Water share farming

contract (not very common)

Carryover of ML on another party’s
water entitlements

Carryover – multiple years
Carryover of ML on another party’s
water entitlements

Entities active in the water market in the Riverina are offering new products to irrigators. Links to some of the
commercial operators are below:
www.kilterrural.com/new-water-investment-offering
www.rawbrown.com.au/
www.ruralcowater.com.au/
www.waterfind.com.au/
www.wilkswater.com.au/
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PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT CASE STUDIES

CHAPTER EIGHT

A range of innovative risk management strategies are available to
suit the circumstances of individual businesses
These strategies have enabled highly profitable farming, regardless
of seasonal allocations
The following three case studies are examples of diversification options being used by
irrigators in the NSW Murray and Murrumbidgee valleys.
GREG AND CHRISTINE FROM BENEREMBAH
The set up
Greg and Christine farm rice and winter cereals on 1300 ha at Benerembah.
They own 3700ML of Murrumbidgee General Security water and 600ML of High Security water
on the Murrumbidgee Irrigation bulk licence. They also own 200ML of South Australian High
Security water.
A full rice program is around 300-400 ha of rice, complemented with winter cereal production.
The strategy
The key aspect of the strategy here is building a water portfolio by taking water market opportunities
where value presents itself. Carryover is used extensively to provide certainty of availability for
production.
Being agile and active in the water market (underpinned by efficient production) is the basis for their
approach. The water asset mix can change quickly if an opportunity to buy or sell for value presents
itself at any time, both in permanent and temporary markets. If a class (eg Murrumbidgee GS) of water
is considered undervalued in the market, water may be sold elsewhere to secure that parcel. Likewise,
overvalued parcels may be sold to secure a higher yielding parcel per dollar in another class. Buying and
selling for value in temporary markets not only underpins annual water availability for production but
provides funds to invest in a diverse portfolio of permanent water assets.
Inter valley trade restrictions also present a risk and they keep a close eye on trade balance information.
The major risk with this approach is that it is fairly speculative, and relies on predicting market movements
correctly more often than getting it wrong. This risk is managed by ensuring that a trade that turns out to be
‘unprofitable’ in speculative terms, still positions the business for profitable crop production. Strong returns
per ML through efficient crop production remains remain essential to making the strategy work. It ensures
competitiveness in water markets and hedges the risk of trades not always being perfectly timed.
Owning high reliability water secures production in low allocation years to capitalise on strong commodity
prices.
Carryover is the other key aspect of securing production. The amount carried over depends on the weather
outlook, forward contracting of winter crop, and their view about the water price being more or less expensive
in the new year. Carryover water may be parked on other licences, depending on the cost and availability of that
parking space.
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The information
Greg and Christine closely monitor real time DPI data, information on twitter and weather reports.
They also have regular conversations with water brokers and peers.
PAT AND JENNY FROM MAYRUNG
The set up
Pat and Jenny from Mayrung farm rice, winter cereals and sheep across two properties - one at Mayrung in the
Murray Valley and one in the Murrumbidgee Valley.
They own 5,000ML of General Security water on the Murray Irrigation bulk licence, 1,000ML of Murrumbidgee
General Security water, and 400ML of low reliability Victorian water. Three deep bores attached to groundwater
licences across both valleys are also used.
A full rice program is around 400-500ha of production, which can be spread across both valleys if necessary. This is
complemented with winter cereal production, hay production and pastures for sheep grazing.
The strategy
The strategy here is having an annual enterprise mix based on what allocation a diversified portfolio can provide,
rather than engaging heavily in trade of temporary water in or out. Carryover is used extensively to smooth out
variations in annual water availability.
April is a key decision point about water. Where water is secured from the temporary market it is done early, either in
April May to carry over, or early in the season. Some water may be secured in the peak irrigation season if budgets
have underestimated actual use. Selling water on the temporary market is only rarely considered, when the price is
in excess of $350. It is considered that there will be an enterprise available in the farming system to be profitable at
a per ML value under that price.
In high allocation scenarios the strategy is to produce as much as possible, particularly rice. Carryover spill risk
is managed by parking carryover on the Victorian low reliability licence (100 per cent carryover allowed), or this
parking space can be traded to others if not needed.
In low allocation scenarios, they rely on groundwater heavily, along with whatever allocation is available. Oaten
hay and lucerne can be underpinned by groundwater, which is effectively used like high security water. These
enterprises over winter provide the flexibility to shift quickly to rice where allocation announcements allow.
A key part of the strategy is the ability to move water from one valley to another. This is mainly to manage production,
rather than capitalise on price differences between valleys. Therefore, understanding when trade between the Murray
and Murrumbidgee is likely to open or close is essential. However, if trade restrictions persist, they will wear a loss
through trade to secure the production system.
The information
Pat and Jenny rely on conversations with key personnel such as water brokers, both large national companies and
local brokers.
They regularly check the Murray Irrigation exchange for price fluctuations and volume of activity.
IVT is monitored through the Water NSW website.
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JACK AND ALISON FROM BARHAM
The set up
Jack and Alison farm rice, winter cereals and dual purpose merino sheep on 1,000 ha in the NSW Murray Valley.
They own General Security water on the Murray Irrigation licence above the choke, General Security Murray River
water below the choke, and a supplementary WAL below the choke. Around 60 percent of the water is above, and 40
per cent below the choke. They also own a small parcel of Murrumbidgee High Security water.
Two storage dams hold 270ML of water.
A full rice program is around 200ha, complemented by winter cereal, lamb and wool production.
The strategy
The strategy for Jack and Alison is based on diversified production, diversified water holdings and a preparedness to
use innovative water products to secure production.
In particular, they lease high security Murray water (both Victoria and NSW) to secure livestock production and
ensure existing plantings can be finished. These leases vary in length from three to five years and roll over in
different years, which reduces Jack and Alison’s exposure to price shocks when renewing the leases. The advantage
over entitlement ownership is tax deductibility and repayment timing can be tailored to cash flow. However, some
entitlement purchase has occurred over the past three years in a low interest rate environment.
Security from the leased water is complemented by their small parcel of Murrumbidgee HS water and using their
storage dams to store supplementary water.
Temporary trade also forms part of the strategy when prices are favourable, including providing the ability to transfer
water from above and below the choke.
Rice production occurs when their lower reliability water produces the necessary allocations.
Carryover is used subject to price and spill risk. With Murray Irrigation General Security water 10 percent is guaranteed
not to spill. It helps underpin the early spring irrigation program.
The information
Jack and Alison utilise up to five brokers or exchanges to monitor and trade water.
Markets are monitored daily, as are inflows into storages.
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CHAPTER NINE

MONTH BY MONTH PLANNING

Table 15 tracks some of key influencers and activities or decisions for irrigators during
the water year.
Table 15 Month by month planning

Month

April

May

Murray

June
July
August
September
October

November

Price influencers

Activity or decision

- Water remaining in allocation accounts
- Outlook for next water year
- Interstate trade closes
- Autumn irrigation programs ending
- Autumn climate

- Check accounts for carryover volumes – avoid
volume being higher than carryover limits
- Consider purchase or sale subject to volume outlook
and prices
- Explore carryover options
- Closely watch Victorian trade limit if transferring
allocation to Victoria (LRWS)
- Finalise any transfer to Victoria
- Prepare next year water budgets

- Water remaining in allocation accounts
- Outlook for next water year
- Inter and intra-valley trade closes in NSW
- Autumn irrigation programs end
- Autumn rainfall

- Confirm last days for transfer processing with
WaterNSW and supplier
- Finalise carryover volumes, taking in to account end
of season storage levels and outlook for next year
- Finalise carryover product options (if required)

- Allocation trading closed for all or part of the
month

- Review previous season strategy and review water
budget and strategy for the next water year
- Murray and Murrumbidgee customers finalise
carryover volumes
- Start exploring market options

- Opening allocations announced
- Outlook for the water year provided
- Catchment rainfall and storage inflows

- Monitor opening allocations in all valleys in the
Southern Murray Darling Basin
- Monitor allocation market activity including price
and volume

- Irrigation deliveries commence in gravity irrigation
schemes
- Catchment rainfall and storage inflows

- Refine water budget
- Monitor allocation improvements all systems and
market activity, including identifying catchment
conditions and contrasting with outlook information
- Further develop market options if required

- Dry seasonal conditions will increase water use on
winter crops and pastures
- Wetter spring conditions will reduce irrigation
water use

- Modify water budget
- Monitor allocation improvement and market activity
- Monitor supplementary water announcements
- Monitor spill risk (Victoria)

- Irrigation deliveries commence in gravity irrigation
schemes
- Catchment rainfall and storage inflows
- Access to supplementary water or off allocation
will reduce allocation use

- Refine water budget
- Monitor allocation improvements all systems and
market activity, including identifying catchment
conditions and contrasting with outlook information
- Further develop market options if required

- Inflows into storages generally peak by November
- Access to supplementary water, if available, often
ends

- Assess volume available and likely seasonal allocation
- Quantify any additional volume required for summer
irrigation program
- Refine allocation purchasing strategy if required
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Month

December
January
Murray

February
March

55

Price influencers

Activity or decision

- Summer irrigation programs finalised and
irrigation water use on summer crops increasing

- Monitor water market activity and ensure sufficient
access to water over the Christmas/New Year period
- Declaration of low risk of spill often made for
Victorian spillable accounts

- Water use increases, demand by rice growers
increases in preparation for panicle initiation
and microspore

- Where possible plan purchases outside of peak
irrigation demand

- Seasonal conditions influence water use
- High demand period for permanent plantings
- Autumn irrigation and pre-watering commences
in late February

- Review autumn irrigation requirements

- Autumn irrigation and pre-watering continues
- Seasonal conditions influence demand

- Review end of season irrigation requirements
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CHAPTER TEN

Information about water is held in a range of different places, and
managing water risk requires an understanding of who delivers
what key information

10.1

Water availability and use

Irrigators can access information on water availability and use from www.water.nsw.gov.
au/water-licensing/registers and www.waterregister.vic.gov.au/water-trading/allocationtrading. This data includes water held by environmental water holders. Information is also
available from www.nvrm.net.au/resources.aspx. This information includes the volume
available in environmental accounts in Victorian catchments.
Murray Irrigation also provides weekly updates on water availability and use in its weekly
newssheet at www.murrayirrigation.com.au/media/talking-water/. This information excludes
any environmental water on Murray Irrigation’s licence.
The MDBA produces a Weekly Report which summarises storage levels and releases in the
southern MDB including Snowy Mountains storages and releases. It includes commentary on the
delivery of environmental water and also IVT accounts. Irrigators can subscribe to receive e-mail
notification and the report can be accessed at www.mdba.gov.au/river-information/weekly-reports
10.2

Allocation updates and live river data

Irrigators can subscribe to NSW water allocation updates provided by DPI Water. Allocation
updates are on DPI Water’s Water Availability hub and can found at www.water.nsw.gov.au/watermanagement/water-availability.
Irrigators can also subscribe to Victorian water allocation updates provided by the Northern Victorian
Resource Manager. Updates are on the Resource Manager’s website and can be found at www.nvrm.
net.au/resources.aspx.
Allocation updates from SA can be found on the Department of Environment, Water and Natural
Resources website at www.environment.sa.gov.au/managing-natural-resources/river-murray/waterallocation-and-trade/water-allocations-and-announcements.
Live river data for the River Murray can be accessed from the Murray Darling Basin Authority at www.
livedata.mdba.gov.au/.
Real time date for NSW including the Murray can be accessed from WaterNSW at www.realtimedata.water.
nsw.gov.au/water.stm.
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10.3 Allocation market information
There is no single reference for market information and tracking market information and price movements can be
time consuming for irrigators. Most specialist water brokers provide market information on their websites. There
are a small number of exchanges which operate as platforms where the price is set independently by the market.
These are described below.
H20X operate the only independent, non-broker water exchange that offers services across the Murray Darling
Basin. H20X are not a broker, but an exchange operator that allows every market participant direct access to a
secure, transparent and efficiency market place that is free from a conflict of interest.
In 2016/17 H20X will launch a direct to irrigator exchange that allows irrigators to be their own broker. This will give
irrigators control and reduce the cost of transacting to only one per cent, while ensuring all irrigators have equal
access to the water market. H20X operates market leading exchange technology that ensures trade security and
efficiency, with trades settled within 24 hours of approval every time.
The H2OX website is available at www.h2ox.com.
Murray Irrigation’s Water Exchange provides access to live market data. The exchange lists water for sale and
allows potential purchasers to place buyer bids for a volume and price. All daily transactions can be viewed and a
daily summary is provided. Exchange data from previous years can also be accessed. The Murray Water Exchange
can be accessed at www.murrayirrigation.com.au/water/water-trade/water-exchange/.
In the Murrumbidgee Valley, CICL operates an on-line water trading platform called WaterMart. Transactions
can be viewed at new.colyirr.com.au/Water/WaterMart/tabid/114/Default.aspx. CICL opened WaterMart™ to nonmembers on 1 July 2016. Irrigators need to register to use this platform.
WaterMart™ is a platform for:
▶▶
▶▶
▶▶

Annual allocation trade
Permanent delivery entitlement trade (within CICL only)
Temporary Entitlement trade (temporary trade of water entitlement for a single, specific year)

In Victoria Water Pool Co-operative operates an on-line trading platform. This Platform also facilities permanent
trades. Water Pool can be accessed at www.waterpoolcoop.com.au. Water brokers also provide market information
via registration.
Allocation transactions in NSW outside of trades within irrigation corporations and group schemes are also
recorded on the NSW Water Register which can be accessed at www.water.nsw.gov.au/water-licensing/registers.
Price and volume are recorded, including trades at zero value. Zero value trades include transfers of environmental
water between catchments, trade between related business entities, and can also include broker trades.
Victorian Water Market information can be accessed from the Victorian Water Register at www.waterregister.
vic.gov.au/water-trading/allocation-trading. The Victorian Register includes a market indicator and provides a
summary of current and previous year trades.
10.4

Entitlement market information

Irrigators can access entitlement prices from the Department of Agriculture and Water Resources‘ quarterly Water
Entitlement Market Prices reports. These reports are prepared by an external contractor for the department and
can be accessed at www.environment.gov.au/water/rural-water/restoring-balance-murray-darling-basin/marketprice-information.
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Entitlement prices and volumes can also be accessed from www.water.nsw.gov.au/water-licensing/registers and
www.waterregister.vic.gov.au/water-trading/allocation-trading.
Murray Irrigation water entitlement trade data can be accessed at www.murrayirrigation.com.au/water/watertrade/permanent-trade-history.
Water entitlement market prices within CICL and Murrumbidgee Irrigation needs to be accessed from brokers, as
these market prices are not publically available.
Irrigators need to be aware that the recording of entitlement trades has a lag time, because entitlement trades
often take some time to be finalised. In addition, entitlement trades may or may not involve transfer of allocation to
the purchaser, which will affect the price paid.
10.5 Water supply organisations
Contacts for water supply organisations are in Table 16.
Table 16 Contact details for water supply organisations
Organisation

Contact

Website

T. 02 6954 4003
F. 02 6954 4321
E. enquiries@colyirr.com.au
T. 1300 138 265
F. 03 5898 3301
Email via website

CILC Website
www.new.colyirr.com.au

Murrumbidgee Irrigation

T. 02 6962 0200
E. info@mirrigation.com.au

Murrumbidgee Irrigation Website
www.mirrigation.com.au

WaterNSW

T. 1300 662 077
E. Customer.Helpdesk@waternsw.com.au
Water transfers
E. water.trade@waternsw.com.au
F. (03) 8668 1154

WaterNSW Website
www.waternsw.com.au

West Corurgan

T. 03 5885 2392
F. 03 5885 2660
E. info@corurgan.com.au

West Corurgan Website
www.corurgan.com.au

CICL

Murray Irrigation

Murray Irrigation Website
www.murrayirrigation.com.au
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Appendix 1 South Australian Entitlement Flow including dilution flows and volume available for
consumption and operation.
Month

January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December
Total

Dilution Flow
(ML)
58,000
58,000
58,000
58,000
58,000
58,000
58,000
58,000
58,000
58,000
58,000
58,000
696,000

Consumption
including losses
(ML)
159,000
136,000
128,000
77,000
35,000
32,000
50,500
66,000
77,000
112,500
122,000
159,000
1,154,000

Total (ML)

217,000
194,000
186,000
135,000
93,000
90,000
108,500
124,000
135,000
170,500
180,000
217,000
1,850,000

Entitlement flow
ML/day
7,000
6,929
6,000
4,500
3,000
3,000
3,500
4,000
4,500
5,500
6,000
7,000

Appendix2 South Australian additional dilution flow triggers and monthly flow in ML/day
Month

January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

Entitlement
flow ML/day
7,000
6,928
6,000
4,500
3,000
3,000
3,500
4,000
4,500
5,500
6,000
7,000

Additional
Dilution flow
ML/day
3,000
3,000
3,000
3,000
3,000
3,000
3,000
3,000
3,000
3,000
3,000
3,000

Total Flow
ML/day
10,000
9,928
9,000
7,500
6,000
6,000
6,500
7,000
7,500
8,500
9,000
10,000

Menindee
Trigger (GL)
1,300
1,300
1,300
1,300
1,300
1,300
1,300
1,300
1,300
1,300
1,300
1,300

Hume and
Dartmouth
Trigger (GL)
2,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
2,000

Appendix 3 – Schematic of Snowy Hydro inflows and above and below target water (sourced from
Snowy Hydro)

Appendix 4 End of season allocation announcements for the southern Murray Darling Basin
Season
1995/96
1996/97
1997/98
1998/99
1999/2000
2000/01
2001/02
2002/03
2003/04
2004/05
2005/06
2006/07
2007/08
2008/09
2009/10
2010/11
2011/12
2012/13
2013/14
2014/15
2015/16
21 Year
average
10 year
average
21 year
median
10 year
median

Vic Murray
HRWS

Goulburn
HRWS

Vic Murray LRWS

Goulburn
LRWS

NSW
Murray HS

NSW
Murray GS

Murrumbidgee
HS

Murrumbidgee
GS

SA Class A

100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
95
43
35
100
100
100
100
100
100
100

100
100
30
100
90
100
100
29
0
0
44
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

100
100
100
100
100
100
100
57
100
100
100
29
57
33
71
100
100
100
100
100
90

50
100
20
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
97
97
69
50
95
97
100
100
100
97
97

100
100
84
93
35
95
105
10
55
49
63
0
0
9
34
100
100
100
100
61
23

100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
95
95
90
90
90
95
95
100
100
100
95
95
95

100
100
90
85
78
90
72
38
41
40
54
10
13
31
31
100
100
100
63
53
37

100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
95
95
100
60
32
18
62
67
100
100
100
100
100

94

33

87

8

95

63

97

63

87

87

0

78

0

90

53

96

54

75

100

0

100

0

100

63

100

63

100

100

0

95

0

97

48

95

45

84

Appendix 5 Long Term Average Annual Yield
Product

LTAAY

SA
Murray

Vic
Murray
Above
Choke
HR
0.9
0.95

Vic
Murray
Below
Choke
HR
0.95

Vic
Murray
Above
Choke
LR
0.24

Vic
Goulburn
Murray
HR
Below
Choke
LR
0.24
0.95

Goulburn
LW

0.32

NSW
Murray
HS

0.95

NSW
Murray
GS

0.81

Murrumbidgee
HS

0.95

Murrumbidgee
GS

0.64

Appendix 6 Pre Basin Plan Water Recovery water recovery impact on diversions (GL) (MDBA Technical Report 2011)
Catchment

Living Murray

Water for Rivers

Total

Murrumbidgee

74

88

162

NSW Murray

99

18

117

Goulburn/Broken/Campaspe
Loddon & Vic Government

170

Vic Murray/Kiewa/Ovens

71

38

112

SA

43.9

N/A

43.9

Total

604.9

Notes:
Lower Darling not included
There are discrepancies in the volume of water recovery reported for the Living Murray and Water for Rivers water recovery, some of the discrepancies
are explained by the date of the report.

Appendix 7 Basin Plan Water Recovery 30 April 2016 (GL)
SDL Unit

Local Target

Shared
Target

Total Target

Purchase

Infrastructure

Other

State

Total
recovery

Local Target

Shared

(remaining)

Total
recovery
(remaining)

Northern
Basin

247.0

Lower Darling

143.0

154.4

76.5

269.8

45.2

8.0

1.0

1.3

2.2

5.8

NSW
Murrumbidgee

320

129.2

212.1

362.7

0.0

NSW Murray

262

219.5

86.9

30.6.3

0.0

NSW (Sth)

590

458

1,048

349.6

300.21

2.4

19.0

671.3

ACT

0

4.9

4.9

4.9

0.0

0.0

0.0

Victoria

627.00

425.3

1,052.30

512.7

191.8

0

South
Australia

101.0

82.8

183.8

86.3

13.0

Southern
Basin Total

1,318.0

971.0

2,289.0

953.5

505.0

Lachlan

48.0

N/A

48.0

35.0

1.5

Wimmera

23.0

N/A

23.0

22.6

Total

1,636.0

1,114.0

2,750.0

1 GL equal 1,000ML
Based on Long Term Average Annual Yield

390.0

10.6

75.0

120.2

5.8

370.9

376.7

4.9

0.0

0.0

0.0

96.7

801.2

0.1

251.0

251.1

36.0

6.4

141.7

0.0

42.1

42.1

38.4

122.1

1,619.1

5.8

664.0

664.0

11.1

48.0

0.0

22.6

0.4

1,959.5

51.5

2.4

28.4

19.0

0.4
739.0

790.5

Appendix 8 Groundwater in NSW
Groundwater Water Sharing Plans
Groundwater entitlements (excluding Lower Murray shallow), in the transition from the Water Act
1912 (NSW) to the Water Management Act 2000 (NSW) were subject to the Achieving Sustainable
Groundwater Entitlements Program (ASGE). The goal was to transition each of the six major inland
groundwater systems to a sustainable basis, by reducing the entitlements issued to the sustainable
yield of the system.
Water Sharing Plan for the Lower Murray Groundwater Source
This WSP was made on 1 November 2006 and is due to expire on 30 June 2017. It applies to
groundwater extracted from deeper than 12 metres and up to 350 metres. It covers extractions from
the Lower Shepparton, Calivil and Renmark Formations.
Access Licence

Key Features

Aquifer access

Maximum announced allocation 100%
Maximum carryover 200%
Carryover plus announced allocation cannot exceed 200% net of
any allocation trade
Tradeable
83,580

Unit shares (aquifer access irrigation)
Local water utility and
Domestic and Stock
Limits on use

Maximum announced allocation 100%
Carryover – not available
Use cannot exceed
1.5ML per unit share (150%), plus annual trade in, minus annual
trade out.

Allocation trade
-

Annual allocation is tradeable.

Entitlement trade
-

Entitlements or unit shares are tradeable.
Irrigators should be aware entitlement trade only moves the entitlement, allocation
assignments (annual transfers) need to be completed if carryover or annual allocation is to
be traded to the new entitlement owner.

Water Sharing Plan for the Lower Murrumbidgee Groundwater Sources
This WSP applies to the shallow groundwater in the Shepparton Formation and water accessed from
the deep groundwater of the Calivil and Renmark Formation between 100 and 300 metres. The WSP
commenced on 1 October 2006 and ceases on 30 June 2017.
Access Licence
Aquifer access

Unit shares (aquifer access irrigation)
Local water utility and
Domestic and Stock
Limits on use

Key Features
Maximum announced allocation 100%
Maximum carryover 200%
Tradeable^
267,500
Maximum announced allocation 100%
Carryover – not available
Use cannot exceed 2.0ML per unit share (200%) plus annual
trade in, minus annual trade out.

^ Restrictions apply
Allocation trade
-

Annual allocation is tradeable.

Entitlement trade
-

Entitlement trade and allocation trade are restricted.
The Murrumbidgee Groundwater source has impact zones, one and two and an area outside
of the impact zones.
WAL outside of impact zones one and two cannot trade into the impact zones.
WAL in impact zone two cannot trade into impact zone one.
WAL in impact zone one can trade anywhere.
Details are in the Water Access Licence Principles Order which can be found here.

Water Sharing Plan for the Lower Murray Shallow Groundwater Source 2012
This WSP applies to groundwater to a depth of 12 metres it includes two management zones, east
and west. It includes licences for salinity and watertable management (Wakool Tullakool Sub-surface
drainage Scheme).
Access Licence
Aquifer access

Unit shares (aquifer access –
irrigation)
Limits on use

Key Features
Announced allocation 100%, with provision to increase above
100% if watertable rise is significant.
Maximum carryover 100%
Tradeable^
60,905
150%, net of water allocation trade, plus any re-crediting.

^ Restrictions apply
There are eastern and western trading zones, the WAL will specify what trading zone the licence is
in, allocation and entitlements can be traded from East to West but there is no trade from West to
East.

Appendix 9 – Carryover examples

Appendix 10 Inflow data for Murrumbidgee and Murray
Murrumbidgee data based on 1890-2007 and provided by DPI Water
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Appendix 11 – Trading options for NSW irrigators summarised
Trading Zone
NSW Murray upstream of the
Barmah choke – 10

NSW downstream of the
Barmah choke – 11

Murrumbidgee -13

Trading to
Victorian Murray and SA
Murray (subject to Barmah
Choke) for SA Murray and
Victoria zone 6B)
As back trade only to
Goulburn, Campaspe,
Loddon, Broken,
Murrumbidgee
Lower Darling when part of
the shared resource and as a
back trade only.
Subject to Victorian risk of
spill and 200GL net trade limit.
NSW Murray zone 10,
Victorian Murray zones and SA
Murray
As back trade only to
Goulburn, Campaspe, Loddon,
Broken, Murrumbidgee
Lower Darling when part of
the shared resource and as a
back trade only.
Subject to Victorian risk of spill
and 200GL net trade limit.
NSW, Victorian and SA Murray
subject to IVT account
Back trade only to Goulburn,
Campaspe, Loddon, Broken.
Lower Darling as a back trade
when part of the shared
resource.
Subject to Victorian risk of spill
and 200GL net trade limit.

Trading from
Victorian and SA Murray
All other Victorian zones and
Murrumbidgee subject to IVT
account status.
Lower Darling when part of the
shared resource.

Victorian and SA Murray
All other Victorian zones and
Murrumbidgee subject to IVT
account status.
Lower Darling when part of the
shared resource.

Back trade only from
Goulburn, Campaspe, Loddon,
Broken, Victorian, SA and NSW
Murray and Lower Darling
when Lower Darling is part of
the shared resource.

Appendix 12 - Allowable direction of water trades in the southern-connected Murray–Darling
Basin
A protocol under schedule D of the Murray–Darling Basin Agreement outlines the allowable trade
directions between zones in the southern-connected basin. This is known as the Permissible Transfer
between Trading Zones protocol. This protocol also outlines any conditions for trade and backtrade
between certain trading zones. Please refer to the notes below the table for more information on
these conditions.
MDB Valley

Water Trading Zones

Transfers may be made to
these trading zones…

Transfers may be made from
these trading zones…

Goulburn

Trading Zone 1

3, 6, 6B, 7, 10, 11, 12 back
trade only: 4A, 4C, 5A, 13,
14*

4A, 4C, 5A

Greater Goulburn (includes Lake
Eildon to Goulburn Weir;

back trade only: 3, 6**,
6B, 7, 10**, 11, 12, 13,

Goulburn irrigation areas; and

14*

Loddon weir pool)
Goulburn

Trading Zone 3

6, 7, 10, 11, 12

Lower Goulburn (includes

back trade only: 1, 4A, 4C, 5A, back trade only: 6**, 6B, 7,
6B, 13, 14*
10**, 11, 12, 13, 14*

Goulburn River below Goulburn
Weir)
Campaspe

Campaspe

1, 4A, 4C, 5A

Trading Zone 4A

1, 3, 4C, 6, 6B, 7, 10, 11,

4C

Campaspe (includes Lake

12

back trade only: 1, 3, 5A,

Eppalock to Waranga Western
Channel; and Campaspe District)

back trade only: 5A, 13,

6**, 6B, 7, 10**, 11, 12,

14*

13, 14*

Trading Zone 4C

1, 3, 4A, 6, 6B, 7, 10, 11,

1, 4A, 5A

Lower Campaspe (includes lower
Campaspe River from

12

back trade only: 3, 6**,

back trade only: 5A, 13,

6B, 7, 10**, 11, 12, 13,

14*

14*

Waranga Western Channel to
Murray River)
Loddon

Trading Zone 5A
Part Loddon (includes Loddon
River and Tullaroop Creek; from
Cairn Curran and Tullaroop
reservoirs to Loddon Weir; and
Serpentine Creek system above
Bears Lagoon)

(conditional) 1, 3, 6, 6B, 7, 10, back trade only: 1, 3, 6**, 6B,
11, 12
7, 10**, 11, 12, 13, 14*
back trade only: 13, 14*

MDB Valley

Water Trading Zones

Transfers may be made to
these trading zones…

Transfers may be made from
these trading zones…

Vic Murray

Trading Zone 6

10 back trade only**: 1, 3,
4A, 4C, 5A, 6B, 7, 11, 12, 13,
14*

1, 3, 4A, 4C, 5A, 6B, 7, 10, 11,
12, 13

Trading Zone 6B

6, 7, 10, 11, 12

1, 4A, 4C, 5A

Lower Broken Creek (includes

back trade only: 1, 3, 4A,

Broken Creek downstream of

4C, 5A, 13, 14*

back trade only: 3, 6**, 7,
10**, 11, 12, 13, 14*

Vic Murray above Barmah Choke**
(includes River Murray from Lake
Hume to Barmah Choke; Mitta
Mitta River below Lake Dartmouth;
and Murray Valley area)

Vic Murray

Katamatite)
Vic Murray

Trading Zone 7

6, 10, 11, 12

1, 3, 4A, 4C, 5A, 6B, 11, 12, 13

Vic Murray from Barmah Choke to
SA Border (includes

back trade only: 1, 3, 4A,

back trade only**: 6, 10

4C, 5A, 6B, 13, 14*

Torrumbarry area, Tresco, Nyah,
Robinvale, Red Cliffs, Merbein and
FMIT irrigation districts)
NSW Murray

Trading Zone 10

6

NSW Murray above Barmah Choke
(includes River Murray from Lake
Hume to Barmah Choke; and
Murray Irrigation Ltd areas,
including Wakool

back trade only**: 1, 3,

1, 3, 4A, 4C, 5A, 6, 6B, 7, 11,
12, 13

4A, 4C, 5A, 6B, 7, 11, 12, 13,
14*

Irrigation District)
NSW Murray

SA Murray

Trading Zone 11

6, 7, 10, 12

1, 3, 4A, 4C, 5A, 6B, 7, 12, 13

NSW Murray below Barmah Choke
back trade only: 1, 3, 4A,
(includes River Murray from Barmah
4C, 5A, 6B, 13, 14*
Choke to SA border (including the
Edwards / Wakool system and the
Western Murray Irrigation District))

back trade only**: 6, 10

Trading Zone 12

6, 7, 10, 11

1, 3, 4A, 4C, 5A, 6B, 7, 11, 13

South Australian Murray***

back trade only: 1, 3, 4A,

back trade only**: 6, 10

(includes River Murray in SA and
Trust districts)

4C, 5A, 6B, 13, 14*

MDB Valley

Water Trading Zones

Transfers may be made to
these trading zones…

Transfers may be made from
these trading zones…

Murrumbidgee

Trading Zone 13

6, 7, 10, 11, 12

back trade only: 1, 3, 4A,

Murrumbidgee (including

back trade only: 1, 3, 4A,

4C, 5A, 6**, 6B, 7, 10**,

Murrumbidgee Irrigation and

4C, 5A, 6B, 14*

11, 12, 14*

Trading Zone 14

back trade only: 1, 3, 4A,

back trade only: 1, 3, 4A,

Lower Darling* (includes

4C, 5A, 6B, 13, 4A, 4C, 5A, 6,
7, 10, 11, 12

4C, 5A, 6**, 6B, 7, 10**,

Coleambally Irrigation areas;
Murrumbidgee and Tumut below
Burrinjuck and Blowering reservoirs
(including Yanko, Colombo and
Billabong Creek
systems))
Lower Darling

Menindee Lakes and the Darling
River downstream of the Menindee
Lakes)

11, 12, 13

Note* Trade to and from the Lower Darling is subject to section 11 (of the Permissible Transfer
between Trading Zones protocol
Note** Trade through the Barmah Choke is subject to sections 7 to 10 (of the Permissible Transfer
between Trading Zones protocol
Note*** SA is divided into four ‘cap valleys.’ The three cap valleys from and to which water
entitlements and water allocations may be transferred are:
(a) SA Country Towns
(b) SA Reclaimed Swamps
(c) SA All Other Purposes.
Interstate trade also occurs in the northern Basin between the New South Wales and Queensland
Border Rivers. Please click here for more information on trade in this region.
Back trade:
Section 5 (Definitions) of the Permissible Transfer between Trading Zones Protocol define back trade
as:
‘A transfer from one trading zone to another trading zone, being a transfer that is no greater in
volume than the net volume of preceding transfers between the same trading in the opposite
direction and the volume available in the relevant valley account.’
Section 6 (2) (Restrictions on Transfers) of the Permissible Transfer between Trading Zones Protocol
specify that if:

(a) a trading zone specified in column 2 of an item in the table is identified as ‘back trade only’
then a person may transfer an entitlement (by exchange rate but not by tag trade) or

allocation, into the trading zone only from the trading zone described in column 1 of the
item by back trade
(b) a trading zone specified in column 3 of an item in the table is identified as ‘back trade only’
then a person may transfer an entitlement (by exchange rate but not by tag trade) or
allocation, only from the trading zone into the trading zone described in column 1 of the
item by back trade.

